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By the early 198n's, the Navy will have changed over +o
a multimission carrier concept for 12 of its 13 authorized
aircraft carriers. In the past, aircraft carriers wsre
classified as be2,ig either attack carriers or antisubmarine
carriers, and each type had its own respective airwing
configuration which was specialized to meet the needs of that
particular type of carrier. Findings/Conclusions: with a
qeneral reduction in the size cf the carrier fleet (now down Tc
13), the Navy has developed the multimission carr.'er concept to
combine the attack and ant is4bmarine missions on each carrier so
that each carrier will be t'eribie enough to meet any emergency.
This will be expensive. The basic policy and ccst-effectiveness
consideration is how much flexibility, when all 'avy assets are
considered, is neceEss7r: to meet t>e potential threat. ~ach
carrier does not need a self-sufficient airwirg wi+*b sufficient

flexibility aircraft to optimize deckloads for power projection.
The following alterxnatives could collec+ively Frovide this
flexibility: exchanqlng aircraft between operating carriers,
usinq the aircraft of carriers undergoing extensive overhaul,
using Marine Corps aircraft, using Navy and Marine reserve
airwingF in emergencies, establishing a Fool cf reserve aircraft
serving the flexibility needs of all carriers, and using highly
capable training resources in emeroencies. PeccmmerdRaions: The
Secretary cf the Navy should reassess the total aircraft
requirements for multimissio:. aircraft carriers and determine
how to best satisfy the kission with the least resources. (DS)



REPORT TO THE CONGRESS

BY THE COMPTROLL ER GENERAL
OF THE UINITED STATES

The Navy's Multimission
Carrier Airwing--
Can The Mission Be Accomplished
With Fewer Resources?
This is an unclassified Version of GAO's Secret
report LCD-77-409, dated September 12,
1977. It discusses how the Navy might reduce
the size and composition of its multimission
carrier airwings by relying on its total aircraft
resources and still accomplish its primary
mission of sea control and the collateral mis-
sion of power projection ashore.

The Navy has 12 carrier airwings equipped for
the dual missions. Each of the airwings has
enough aircraft to make them s If-sufficient
to accomplish either mission by adjusting the
deckload carried. GAO points out that alter-
natives are available to the Navy which pro-
vide the flexibility to adjust carrier deckloads
to accomplish the mission objectives at signif-
icant savings in annual operating costs and
potential future procurements.
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COMPTROLLER GENERAL OF THE UNITED STATES
WASHINGTON. D.C. 20548

S-133118

To the President of the Senate and the
Speaker of the House of Representatives

This is an unclassified version of our secret report of
September 12, 1977, on the Navy's mu.ltimission carrier air-
wing. The report peonts out now the Navy might reduce the
size and composition of its carrier airwings and still ac-
complish its missions by relying on its total aircraft re-
sources for flexibility rather than assigning a separate
flexibility component to each airwing.

We made our review pursuant to the Budget and Accounting
Act, 1921 (31 U.S.C. 53), and the Accounting and Auditing Act
of 1950 (31 U.S.C. 67).

We are sending copies of this report to the Director,
Office of Management and Budget, and the Secretaries of
Defi:;se and the Navy.

Comptroller General
of the United States



COMPTROLLER GENERAL'S THE NAVY'S MULTIMISSION CARRIER
REPORT TO THE CONGRESS AIRWING--CAN THE MISSION BE

ACCOMPLISHED WITH FEWER RESOURCES?

DIGEST

In response to budget constraints, the Navy
reduced the number of aircraft carriers from
24 in the mid-1960s to 13 today. While the
carriers today are fewer in number, it should
be recognized that they have more sophisti-
cated weapon systems and other technological
advances which partly offset the n merical
difference. This technology upgrading is a
continuous process and can be illustrated
by the introduction of F-14 aircraft, which
replaced the F-4s.

Flexibility components and alternatives

To cope with the reduction in carriers and
to satisfy their mission requirements, the
Navy combined the formerly separate attack
and antisubmarine capabilities onto single
carrier decks, thereby making carrier sir-
wings multimission in nature. Of -he Navy's
13 carriers, the Congress has approved 12
for the multimission airwings to provide the
flexibility to adjust the carrier deckload
from one required for sea control including
power projection ashore to one optimized
for power projection. GAO believes that
the flexibility components making each
carrier self-sufficient fsr either mission
may not be necessary because the Navy has
options available to provide the flexibil-
ity to optimize carrier deckloads for power
projection ashore without furnishing flexi-
bility components for each multimission
carrier. (See pp. 5, 9, 13, 16, 18, and 19.)

GAO believes the Navy should have an ade-
quate number of aircraft to enable it to
accomplish either sea control or power pro-
jection. However, it may not be necessary
for each multimission carrier airwing to have
shore-based reserve aircraft to provide the
flexibility for adjusting the carrier aircraft

CT. Upon ramoval, the rpot ,L 7Cofate shoud be noted hereon. i CD-7-451



mix. Other aircraft source options are avail-
able to the Navy to provide the desired flexi-
bility, such as:

-- Aircraft could be exchanged between two or
more deployed carriers. (S$e pp. 10, 30, 38,
and 39.)

-- Aircraft assigned ., carriers underaoing
extensive overhaul could be used to provide
the flexibility to adjust the deckluad of de-
ployed carriers. (See pp. 11, 31, 38, and 39.)

-- Carrier deployable aircraft operated by the
Marine rt cr- could be used to adjust the
deckload of deployed carriers. (See
pp. 11, 31 to 33, 38, and 39.)

---The Navv and Marine Corps Reserve airwings
could provide the needed flexibility during
emergencies. (See pp. 11, 33, 34, 38, and 39.)

-- The Navy could establish a pool of aircraft
specifically for adjusting car:ier deckloads.
Such a pool would require less aircraft than
providing each carrier with its own flexibility
component. (See pp. 11, 34, 38, and 39.)

-- Highly capable training aircraft could :be
used to provide flexibility to adjust car-
rier deckloads in emergencies. (See
pp. 12, 35, 3e8, and 39.)

Extent and cost of flexibility components

GAO estimates that the flexibility components
for the 12 multimission carrier airwings will
be over I aircraft. Anotheir 3) or more air-
craft wil, operate in support of training %nd
overhaul replacement associated with the 70
aircraft contained in the flexibility compon-
ents. (See pp. 13, 27, and 28.)

GAO recognizes the importance of mission re-
quirements. Costs alone bhould not be the
overriding criteria in evaluating the extent
to which military hardware should be procured
and operated. However, the cost to provide and
operate more aircraft than absolutely necessary
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is expensive. 'or example, an A-7E light at-
tack aircraft, one of the more economical planes
of the multimission airwing, costs about $7 mil-
lion to procure. The same plane costs about
$874,000 a year to operate. (See pp. 36 to 37.)

In view of the various alternatives available
to the Navy which may provide an adequate num-
ber of aircraft needed to furnish the flexibil-
ity to adjust the multimission carrier deck-
loads, GAO believes that the Nwkry's practice of
assigning land-based flexibility components to
each of the multimission carrier airwings should
be reevaluated. (See pp. 12, 37, and 38.)

The Navy's mission and
related carrier operations

The Navy's current role of providing sea control
and power projection ashore remains the same as
it was a decade ago. It is generally recognized
that tne United States depends on the sea lanes
for trade, including the import of raw materials,
and the resu'-ly of any potential war effort in
overseas areas. (See pp. 5, 16 to 17.)

Formerly the Navy operated two distinct kinds
of carriers--one configured for the attack role
and the other configured for antisubmarine war-
fare. Due to the smaller number of carriers op-
erated, this is no longer possible, and the carriers
and ai 'ings were integrated for 12 of the 13
carrii s containing both capabilities. (See
pp. 1 io 3.) In fusing the two capabilities into
single airwings, the Navy encountered a problem--
how to meet the various threat situations and
mission objectives with the limited platform
space available.

The basic difference between an airwing con-
figured for sea control and one optimized for
power projection is the number of antisubmarine
and fighter and attack aircraft carried. If
th.ere is a submarine threat, most or all of the
antisubmarine aircraft assigned to an airwing
are loaded and generally some attack and fighter
aircraft are left behind. The airwing ccnfig-
ured for sea control retains most of its fighter
and attack capability and can project substan-
tial power ashore or against other targets.
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HoweJver, when sea control is not seriously chal-
lenged, as was the case in Vietnam, and the car-
rier deckload is optimized for power projection
ashore, then the antisubmarine aircraft are ex-
changed for the attack and fighter aircraft pre-
viously left behind. (See pp. 6 to 10, 18,
and 19.)

In essence, each of the multimission carrier air-
wings is provided several attack aircraft as a
land-based reserve to provide the flexibility to
adjust the deckload of deployed carriers from sea
control to the mode optimized for projecting
power ashore. (See pp. 6 to 10, 18, and 19.)

Sea control is the Navy's primary mission and
is required in the worst case scenario. a NATO
war involving the Soviet Union. The Navy has
identified the airwing size requ:;red to conduct
continuous operations for the sea control mis-
sion. For conflicts of lesser intensity not
involving the Soviet Union when power projec-
tion ashore is expected to be the carriers' primary
function, it is unlikely that all carriers will
be deployed simultaneously and various alterna-
tives appear to exist to optimize the deployed
carrier dec'loads for this power projection
ashore mode of operation. GAO believes that
airw-ing resource requirements should be deter-
mined for the worst case situation, because the
carrier airwing configured for sea control can
fulfill the collateral mission of power projec-
tion. (See pp. 5, 7, 8, 17 to 18.)

Navy's comments and our analysis

The Department of the Navy contends that the
GAO analysis presents a fair assessment of the
structure of Navy airwings embarked on carriers
in a peacetime situation. For various reasons
the Navy does not agree that the options sug-
gested could serve the flexibility requirements
in a war involving the Soviet Union because all
carriers would be deployed. However, based on
GAO's analysis of available information, the
carrier airwing flexibility could be provided
by the alternatives suggested and GAO does rot
consider the Navy's answer responsive to the
alternatives. Not all carriers could be de-
ployed immediately nor would it necessarily be
prudent to have all assets on board in such a
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conflict. In conflicts of 'esser intensity,
GAO believes that the options presented are
viable alternatives for carrier airwing
adjustments and the Navy should reevaluate
the size and composition of its multimission
carrier airwings in view of the s:zeable sav-
ings available in operating costs and future
procurements. Such savings could be applied
to other areas to improve the Navy's readi-
ness position. (See pp. 12, 40 to 44.)

RECOMMENDATIONS TO THE CONGRESS
AND THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE

GAO believes that thje following :wo issues
warrant consideration by the Congress. First,
in view of the alternatives available to the
Navy to provide the flexibility to adjust
the carrier deckload: should the additional
aircraft comprising the flexibility component
Lb procured? Secondly, shuuld the Congress
decide that notwithstanding the alternatives,
each of the multimission aircra:ft carriers
should have its own unique airwing including
the flexibility component, then the Congress
should defer appropriating funds for aircraft
in excess of the basic sea control airwitg
requirements until the Navy demonstrates to
its own and Congress' satisfaction that it
can efficiently and effectively operate the
entire multimission airwing from the carriers
under simulated combat conditions.

GAO is recommending to the Congress and the
Secretary of Defense that they have the Sec-
retary of the Navy reassess the total air-
craft requirements for multimission aircraft
carriers and determine the minimum number of
aircraft required for each carrier and how to
best satisfy the mission with the least re-
sources.

Teavr Shm v
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

The Navy uses the .,rcraft carrier, the principal ship
in its surface fleet, to control the sea and to destroy
enemy targets ashore (referred to as power projection).
The carrier and its assigned airwing represent a multibil-
lion dollar investment and cost millions of dollars tc
operate and maintain each year. Over 5,000 persons operate
today's large aircraft carriers. the ship's crew Lequites
about 3,000 persons, and an add.tional 2,000 persons man
the associated airwing.

The Navy is changing to a multimission carrier concept
for 12 of its 13 authorized aircraft carriers. Several car-
rier deplo:,ments have been maco in this mode.

In th- past the Navy operated two types of aircraft
carriers, the attack and antisubmarine carriers. The attack
mission (power projection) mode supported aircraft operations
against targets afloat and ashore which threatened the U.S.
use of the sea. The antisubmarine mission co-figured carriers
supported aircraft operations to seek out, track, and destroy
enemy submarines.

To carry out its mission, each carrier was assigned
an airwing. The attack airwings included primarily fighter
and attack aircraft. The antisubmarine alrwings consisted
of fixed and rotary wing aircraft, capable of locating,
tracking, and destroying submarines, along with a few light
attack planes.

Age and funding constraints brought about the retire-
ment of the older antisubmarine carriers as well as some
of the attack carriers. In the mid-1960s the Navy operated
16 attack carriers and 8 antisubmarine carriers with
their respective airwings. Today, the Navy operates only
13 carriers However, the declining number of carriers
operated has partly been offset by technological advances.

With the retirement of the antisubmarine carriers, the
Nav faced serious constraints in itS antisubmarine capa-
uility. As a result, the multimission carrier con'ept was
adopted which will combine the attack ard antisubmarine mis-
sions on 12 of the 13 carriers after the change-over is fully
implemented in the early 1980s. The 13th carrier will be
the contingency carrier and may not have an airwing assigned
beyond 1977.
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It is Navy practice to assign a complete airwing to each
operating carrier. The attack configured airwing consisted
of 79 aircraft, while the antisubmarine airwing had 47 air-
craft. When the multimission airwing was established, the
Navy wanted each airwing to have a sufficient number and mix
of aircraft to allrw the fleet commanders the flexibility
to meet either of the expected threats. As a result, the
multimission airwing was established at either 87 or 90
aircraft, depending on the specific carrier size.

deleted

! H__ However, two of these carriers will
be replaced with larger ones under construction so that the
Navy will have 12 multimission carriers by the early 1980s.

ISSUES AND APPROACH

This report deals with the Navy's practice of deter-
mining aircraft needs for its carrier airwings to have every
carrier deployed at the sane time--with the same mission.
We addressed the following areas.

-- The number of aircraft assigned to an airwing and
the reason for that number.

-- The procedure employed by the Navy in carrier
operation, including loading and offloading of
aircraft.

-- The amount of flexibility needed to accomplish the
carriers' missions of sea control and power projec-
tion ashore in time of conflict.

-- The alternatives available to the Navy for achieving
flexibility in addition to carrier assigned air-
craft.

-- The cost to achieve flexibility, both in terms of
operational and new procurement cost.

SCO'E OF REVIEW

To obtain information on the above areas, we obtained
data from

-- Chief of Naval Operations, Washington, D.C.;

-- Naval Air Systems Command, Washington, D.C.;

3



-- Headquarters, U.S. Marine Corps, Washington, D.C.1

-- Commander in Chief, U.S. Atlantic Fleet, Norfolk,
Virginia;

-- Fleet Marine Forces, U.S. Atlantic Fleet, Norfolk,
Virginia;

--Commander, U.S. Naval Air Forces, pacific, San Diego,
California; and

-- Officials on the caviier U.S.S. Forrestal (CV-59).

We also obtained operating data from personnel assigned
to the following six aircraft squadrons in the Atlantic and
Pacific Fleet.

Oceana Naval Air Station, Virginia Beach, Virginia

CVW3 Fighter Detachment
VF101 Fighter Squadron

Miramar Naval Air Station, San Diego, California

VF1 Fighter Squadron
VF2 Fighter Squadron
VA116 Early Warning Squadron
VA195 Attack Squadon

4



CHAPTER 2

QUESETIONS ON THE EXTENT OF FLEXIBILITY

OF THE MULTIMISSION CARRIER AIRWING

Having adopted the multii-dssion carrier concept, the
Navy designed each of its multimsssion carrier airwings to
be self-sufficient in performing Ill pertinent mission ob-
jectives. Ftr example, each of the 12 carriers will have
significant tighter and attack aircraft to accomplish its
own full power projection mission. However, we believe
that the possibility of every carrier having a power pro-
jection mission at the same time is u:.i.kely. The Navy
has alternative resources available which could provide
flexibility to particular carriers without each carrier
airwing being. self-sufficient in the full power projec-
tion mode.

It is important that, in determining the best con-
figuration of the multimission airwing for its carriers
to accomplish mEjsion objectives, the Navy consider the
impact on wartime capability, fleet readiness, investment
in aircraft resources, and operating costs. All resources
which will be available in a worst case situation should
be considered when determining the make-up of the multimis-
sion carrier airwings including the extent of support to be
furnished by other U.S. services. We believe that the Navy
has the opportunity to reduce its requirements for carrier
aircraft by giving more consideration to all naval resources
available to support its total mission.

The primary mission of the U.S. Navy is to gain and
maintain continued control of the seas and the air over
the seas, as required in support of national objectives.
The multimission aircraft carrier with its assigned air-
wing is considered the most capable and effective ship in
support of the Navy's mission. Once sea control is estab-
lished to the degree necessary in a given area, carrier
aircraft can be used for other purposes, such as providing
air cover for amphibious operations and destroying other
targets as was done in Korea and Vietnam.

To accomplish these objectives, the Navy is authorized
12 multimission carriers and airwings by the Congress. A
13th carrier and airwing are authorized through fiscal year
1977. Thereafter, the carrier force will consist of 13 car-
riers with 12 multimission airwings. The 13th carrier is
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authorized for carrier aircraft qualification training, re-
serve airwing active duty training, deployment of a reserve
airwing at mobilization, and emergency replacement in the
event of material damage tc another carrier.

Each of the 12 planned mu'timission aircraft carriers
will have its own airwing containing the full range and
number of planes able to participate in the primary function
of sea control and to allow the carrier deckload to be rear-
ranged for the collateral power projection role, if neces-
sary. T'ie embarked airwing configuration is transformed
from the carrier deckload needed to meet the sea control mis-
sion 'o one Zor power projection by exchanging antisubmarine
aircraft for additional fighter and/or attack aircraft from
shore bases. Based on the carrier's operating constraints,
each of the multimission carrier airwings will contain at
least four to. seven aircraft to adjust the carrier deckloads
for various mission objectives. These aircraft remain at
shore bases when their assigned caLriers are deployed over-
seas, such as the Mediterranean.

In addition to configuring the multimission carrier
deckload to the extremes of sea control and powe projec-
tion, the airwing has sufficient resources to allow air-
craft arrangements to accomplish varying degrees of either
mission. For example, several antisubmarine aircraft may
remain at shore bases so that more fighter and/or attach
aircraft can be incorporated into the carrier deckload.

The Navy considers it necessary to have sufficient
aircraft in each of the multimission carrier airwings to
allow for adjustment of the decklocas. In testimony before
the Congress, the Navy stated:

"When the carrier is expected to operate in its
control-of-the-sea role against submarine, sur-
face, and air threats, its airwing can be adjusted
to provide the types and numbers of aircraft
needed to defeat these hostile weapons. This
flexible carrier airwing can be adjusted from one
tailored for sea control missions with a high
concentration of antisubmarine and fighter air-
craft, through intermediate stages of moderate
antisubmarine and increased attack strength to
one optimized for projection of tactical airpower
ashore. At the antisubmarine end of the capabil-
ity spectrum is an airwing of S-3 ASW fixed-wing
aircraft and SH-3 ASW helicopters (to detect and
to attack submarines), F-14 fighter aircraft
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(defense against air reconnaissance and air at-
tack), and a moderate number of A-6 or A-7 at-
tack aircraft (to defeat surfa.e combatant ships).
At the opposite end of this spectrum is the tac-
tical airwing, strong in attack aircraft, devel-
oped and proven over the past several years of
attack carrier operations."

The Navy should have an adequate number of carrier-
based aircraft to enable it to accomplish sea control and
power projection, when necessary. An important matter
which should be considered, however, is the necessity for
equipping each multimission carrier airwing for self-
sufficiency by providing it with the full range of air-
craft needed for sea control and power projection. Does
each airwing have to be self-sufficient or are other re-
sources a iilable to the Navy to provide the required flexi-
bility in meeting mission changes? Is it necessary to equip
each of the multimission carriers with enough aircraft to
provide maximum power projection ashore?

While the carrier deckload for either mission varies
in the number of antisubmarine, attack, and fighter a..rcraft,
a large core of aircraft is needed for either situation.
Attack, fighter, and support aircraft are needed for either
mission mode. The extent of attack, fighter, and sometimes
support aircraft varies with the specific mission. The
deckluad designed for sea control against an enemy who has
surtdce, subsurface; and air capability would require anti-
submarine, attack, fighter, and support aircraft. A deck-
load optimized for power projection ashore requires a heavy
concentration of attack and fighter aircraft with little or
no emphasis on antisubmarine aircraft. To convert from a
sea conitrol carrier deckload to one designed for power pro-
jecticn ashore generally is a trade-off between antisubmarine
and fighter and attack airplanes.

A carrier with a deckload configured for sea control
has substantial power projection capability. The multimis-
sion carrier airwing has 60 fighter and attack aircraft. A
carrier configured for sea control would still have more
than 50 of these fighter and attack aircraft aboard, if the
antisubmarine component displaced fighter and attack air-
craft only.

The primary consideration, however, is what will be
the most likely threat in a worst case situation. Under all
circumstances, the Navy has identified the worst threat
scenario as a direct confron.tation with the Soviet Union in
a NATO war. The scenario requires sea control, which is
the Navy's primary mission, and demands carrier decks able
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to deal with a heavy submarine threat due to the Soviet's
large number of attack submarines. It is unlikely that the
Navy would dispatch its carriers without a full complement
of antisubmarine aircraft in favor of additonal fighter and
attack sorties faced with such a threat. In addition to the
Navy's own large attack and fighter capability in the NATO
scenario, the Air Force and allied countries have fighter
and attack aircraft in the theater tc generate this type
of mission for power projection purposes.

Indeed we perceive that the Navy, at least obliquely,
agrees with this opinion. In our draft report we had stated
that the possibility that every carrier will have the same
mission is unlikely. The Navy challenged this generalization
(see page 30 of the Navy response, app. I) and stated that inthe worst case situation - NATO vs. Warsaw Pact - "The very
real possibility, even likelihood, is that every carrier will
have the same mission, selective control of the seas, agaiinst
heavy opposition from Soviet surface combatants, submarines,
and naval aviation." Thus, in the worst case scenario, all
carriers could deploy with a mix of fighter, attack, and
antisubmarine aircraft necessary for sea control.

Furthermore, the Navy stated that a prerequisite for
power projection ashore is at least temporary sea control
in the specific area. The Navy finds it difficult to vis-
ualize a situation in any major conflict involving the
Soviet Union where control of the sea would not be required,
at least during the early stages of the war.

Power projection ashore from aircraft carriers is con-
sidered the prime mission in scenarios such as the Middle
East, Korea, and conflicts of lesser intensity, when con-
trol of the sea, is either established or not seriously
threatened. Such were the conditions in Vietnam. If more
intense power projection than is available from the deckload
configured for sea control is needed, then aviation assets
capable of power projection must be exchanged for antisub-
marine aircraft on the carrier. We believe these assets do
not necessarily have to belong to the particular carrier in
question. Any carrier deployable attack and/or fighter air-
craft available would seem to be adequate. Any of the op-
tions described in chapter 4 could serve as a source of such
aircraft. The Navy disagrees with the position and we dis-
cuss aircraft source options and the Navy position in greater
detail in chapters 4 and 6.
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ILLUSTRATION OF THE EFFECT ON THE DEPLOYED AIRWING
RESULTING FROM ADJUSTMENT OF THE CARRIER DECKLOAD
FROM ONE MISSION OBJECTIVE TO ANOTHER

Carrier deckload
Carrier deckload optimized for
optimized for power projection
sea control (Total of about 83
(Total of 83 aircraft) aircraft) Change

About 9 About -7
Antisubmarir e
aircraft 16
(S-3, SH-3)

Attack
aircraft 29 36
(A-7, A-6)

+7

Fighter 24 24
aircraft
(F-4, F 14)

c m c mm im

Support
aircraft
(E-2, EA-6, 14 14
RA-6, KA-6,)
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In conflicts of lesser intensity than a war involving
the Soviet Union, it is doubtful that all carriers would
be employed simultaneously for power projection. For ex-
ample, from mid-1965 through 1967 when air strikes were
being conducted against North Vietnam on an almost continuous
basis, an average of less than five carriers were deployed
to the Seventh Fleet.

The problem becomes one of how much in terms of attack
and fighter assets does each carrier need to accomplish its
missions. Does each multimission carrier need its own ad-
ditional power projection element to adjust the airwing from
one optimized for sea control to one with more power projec-
tion assets? We think not. There are adequate alternatives
available to the Navy which, in the aggregate, provide the
margin of flexibility needed to adjust carrier deckloadswithout providing a shore-based flexibility component for
each carrier.

The carrier airwing optimized for sea control containsan aircraft mix of formidable strike capability which is
used for either sea control or power projection. The sea
control deckload has the assets needed for a show of force
as well as for power projection. It may be desirable to
increase the power projection capability, as in Vietnam.
But does each carrier need its own capability if available
alternatives can provide the needed margin of flexibility?
The chart on page 9 illustrates the aircraft mix for the two
modes of operation.

A change in operating philosophy and full consideration
of alternative sources of aircraft within the Navy could
provide the flexibility to adjust carrier deckloads respon-
sive to mission requirements, but the number of aircraft
needed for shore-based flexibility components would be re-
duced. The following are some of the options for aircraft
sources for carrier deckload adjustments without providing
each multimission airwing its c-rn flexibility component.

-- Aircraft could be exchanged between two or more
deployed carriers. It appears unlikely that all
carriers in either the Atlantic or Pacific would
be deployed in the collateral power projection
ashore mode of operation. If a carrier requires
a higher concentration of a specific aircraft for
a particular mission, aircraft could be exchanged
with another carrier requiring aircraft for a dif-
ferent mission objective. For example, if a car-
rier in a forward area in a Vietnam type conflict

10
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requires more attack aircraft to support more
concentrated power projection, some of its anti-
submarine aircraft could be exchanged for attack
aircraft of carriers remaining in rear areas.

-- The aircraft of carriers undergoing extensive over-
haul could be used to provide the flexibility to
adjust the deckload of deployed carriers. Gen-
erally, two of the Navy's 12 multimission carrier
fleet are in extensive overhaul for about a year.
During this time the assigned airwings are not
charged with specific mission requirements. These
aircraft could provide the flexibility to adjust
the deckload of carriers deployed in forward areas
until their carriers complete overhaul.

-- The Ma.rine Corps operates three airwings containing
carrier deployable aircraft. Many of the Marine
Corps aircraft are of the same general type as
those contained in the multimission carrier air-
wings. The pilots are carrier qualified which
enables them to fly off carriers during potential
amphibious operations, providing air superiority
and close air support to assure successful troop
landings. To fly off carriers, the Marine Corps
would have to displace normally assigned Navy air-
craft. It would appear, then, that Marine Corps
carrier deployable aircraft could help provide the
flexibility to adjust carrier deckloads when neces-
sary.

-- The Navy and Marine Corps Reserve airwings provide
a further source of flexibility during emergencies.
The Navy has two reserve carrier airwings, one of
which is carrier qualified at all times. Currently,
only one of the two airwings is to be deployed on
the 13th carrier during emergencies and there are
no other contingency carriers available. The Marine
Corps has one reserve airwing containing carrier
deployable aircraft. While these airwings are not
available at a moment's notice, they would seem to
be available to provide carrier deckload adjustments
during emergencies after they are activated.

-- The Navy could establish a pool of aircraft for the
sole purpose of having the flexibility to optimize
carrier deck;lads for power projection ashore. Such
a pool would require fewer aircraft than assigning
each carrier enough aircr ?t to adjust its deckload
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independent of the existence of other resources,
particularly since not all carriers are expected
to be employed in the power projection mode simul-
taneously.

--The Navy and Marine Corps operate training aircraft
for advanced pilot training for each specific air-
craft type. The planes and instructor pilots are
looked upon as combat attrition replacement and they
are ready for instant deployment. If they are ready
for deployment as combat attrition replacement, it
would appear that they could also be used to adjust
the deckload of deployed carriers when necessary.

Costs alone certainly should not be the overriding cri-
teria in evaluation if military hardward should be procured
and operated. The best estimate of the potential threat and
the total resources available to counter the threat should
play dominant roles in determining requirements for the hard-
ware needed to provide the best chance for national survival.
In designing the multimission carrier airwing, all aircraft
resources in the Navy's arsenals should be considered and
total aircraft assets should be molded into a single inte-
grated plan. Each organizational element should be evaluated
in terms of its own particular mission and how it relates to
other relevant units. Resource requirements should then be
based on mutual suppcrt and overlap considerations rather
than viewing each organizational element independently. With
regard to multimission carrier airwings, can the United States
still afford to keep them large enough to have undeployed,
shore-based reserve aircraft for deckload adjustments if nl-
ternative resources are adequate to provide the needed mar-
gin of flexibility?

Because of budget constraints, the Navy has deferred
needed scheduled overhaul for many of its ships and aircraft.
In view of the axtreme pressures on the Federal budget and
the many unsatisfied civil and military requirements, this
may be an appropriate time to assess the total resources
available to the Navy to see if they can be used to provide
the required flexibility to meet Zhe various threat situa-
tions and mission objectives. Providing carrier aircraft
flexibility under the current concept of self-sufficient
airwings requires millions of dollars in annual operating
expenses and procurement funds, which could be avoided to
some extent. if the available options were considered in
determining the size of the carrier airwing required to ful-
fill the Navy's mission and proven to be adequate.
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CHAPTER 3

AIRCRAFT NEEDS AND RESOURCES

FOR THE MULTIMISSION CARRIER AIRWING

To provide the flexibility to adjust the carrier deck-

load, the multimissicn carrier airwinga contain aircraft

not normally deployed. We estimate that the flexibility

components for the Navy's planned 12 multimission carrier
airwings and their associated support aircraft will contain
at least 104 ai -craft for providing a shore-based reserve.

MAKEUP OF TYPICAL MULTIMISSION
CARRIER AIRWINGS AND THEIR ROLES

The typical multimission carrier airwing consists of 90

aircraft for the eight large carriers and 87 aircraft for
the four slightly smaller carriers. Most of the aircraft
could be used for both the sea control and power projection
roles. The topical airwing contains the following number
of specific aircraft.

Model OLumber of Total number

_ype of aircraft (note a) guadrons assigned

Fighter F-4/F-14 2 24
Light attack A-7 2 24
Medium attack A-6 1 b/9/12
Fixed wing anti-

submarine S-3 1 10
Rotary wing anti-

submarine SH-3 1 c/6
Reconnaissance RA-5/RF-8 1 3
Electronic war-

fare EA-6 1 3
Early warning E-2 1 4
Tanker KA-6 1 4

Total c/87/90

a/Some of the aircraft and their missions are shown on the
following pages.

b/Four carriers will have 9 aircraft; 8 carriers will have
12 of these aircraft.

c/Fiscal year 1978 carrier airwing configuration. The Navy
contends that it needs eight antisubmarine helicopter~s to
maintain _. delete d all
times. However, because of budget constraints the Depart-
ment of Defense has reduced the number to six for each
multimission carrier without substituting other aircraft.
For this reason the basic sea -ontrol airwing has been
reduced to 83 aircraft.
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THE F-14 TOMCAT--tlhe fighter is designed for the air superiority, fleet air
intercept, and air-to-ground attack roles

SOURCE: U.S. NAVY PHOTOGRAPH

THE A-7E CORSAIlR II--a general purpose light attack aircraft optimized for
visual attack in strike and interdiction missions

SOURCE: U.S. NAVY PHOTOGRAPH
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T HE S--3A VIKING -- -a carlier based antisubmarine aircraft designed to counter
the quiet nuclear submarine during the 1975/85 time period

SOqH CE U S. NAVY PHOTOGRAPH

:_)!HCA U S NAVY PHOTOGRAPH
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This airwing composition provides adequate flexibilityfor each carrier to meet its various missions during deploy-ment. For example, all of the qarriers could be deployedwith

-- all of their assigned fighter and attack planes aboard,leaving behind some antisubmarine aircraft or otheraircraft types;

-- all of their assigned antisubmarine aircraft aboard,leaving behind some of their fighter, attack, and/orother aircraft types; or

-- any mix of aircraft at the discretion of the fleetcommanders generally leaving behind any specificaircraft designated.

Sea control

Sea control is the ability to insure the use of the highseas essential to our national interests by denying our ad-versaries the use of the seas for hostile purposes. Seacontrol is the prerequisite for all other naval tasks andfor most sustained overseas operations by the other services.An effective sea control capability provides secure areasfor amphibious and carrier strike operations, enhances thesurvivability of the strategic deterrent, allows otherdeployed naval forces to operate as required, and protectscommercial shipping necessary for the country's economic wellbeing.

Sea control is essential for the U.S. economy in peaceas well as during time of conflict. Almost all of our over-seas trade moves by ship, including more than one-third ofour current oil consumption. The Unitea States importsabout 100 minerals and metals--about one half are essential.The Navy estimates that 90 percent of the logistic supportfor a majcr war would have to move by ship.

Carrier3, surface combatants, attack submarines, andpatrol aircraft, normally operating together in integratedtask forces for mutual support, accomplish sea control bydestroying hostile air, surface, and submarine targets whichthreaten the survival or operations of our forces and thoseof our allies.
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To accomplish the sea control mission, the carrier air-
awing must be able to locate and des'-ny hostile air, surface,
and submarine targets. This requires the full range of
aircraft types available in the multimission carrier airwing.
The antisubmarine aircraft, consisting of 10 S-3As and six
SH-3s, are needed to counter prospective enemy submarines.

Fighter aircraft are needed for sea control to provide
artiair capability. In addition, they are used to establish
air superiority and escort attack, reconnaissance, and
electronic warfare aircraft against enemy fighter attack.
The attack aircraft are used to deliver ordnance against
opposing surface targets, such as ships and naval shore in-
stallations.

The remaining aircraft aboard the carrier are support
aircraft providing special functions necessary for all carrier
missions. For example, as the chart below shows,the E-2C
provides early threat warning and communication coordination.
The EA-6B provides the electronic warfare capability necessary
to degrade enemy radar and communications. Tanker aircraft
refuel other aircraft to extend their reach and endurance.
Reconnaissance aircraft provide the information needed for
decisionmaking and strike planning.

AIRBORNE EARLY WARNING

FIGHTERS

-as / BOMBERS

E-2C ' 

OTHER/ 

AIRCRAFT / I i

FRIENDLY FORCES UNFRIENDL' S

Illustation of the interrelationship between carriei ti¥, E-2C aircraft.
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Power projection

Power projection is the act of destroying enemy targets
ashore with naval forces and depends on sea control to allow
the necessary freedom of movement. Power projection is
accomplished by missile carrying submarines, tactical air-
craft operated from aircraft carriers, amphibious landings
by the Marines, and naval gunfire.

Although the carrier's primary mission is to maintain
general superiority at sea, the principal use of aircraft
carriers since World War II has been in the power projection
role. For example, carrier-based aircraft were used exten-
sively as oases against land targets in Vietnam. In the
power projection mode, carrier-based aircraft destroy
targets in enemy territory, suport amphibious assault, pro-
vide bombing and strafing in support of ground troops, and
maintain air superiority.

To accomplish the power projection role, fighter and
attack aircraft and the necessary support aircraft are needed.
Antisubmarine aircraft needs are minimized or nonexistent
because sea control has been established or only residual
enemy sea-based platforms remain.

Number of aircraft needed

The Navy has configured a basic sea control airwing
to consist of 83 1/ aircraft. All but 4 light attack and
3 medium attack aircraft of the 90 plane multimission airwings
are include i in this configuration. When carrier forces
deploy, t<-' force commanders choose the aircraft deckload
desirah .r a specific cruise rather than loading the
basi- :ontrol airwing. The seven attack aircraft not
par' e basic sea control airwing comprise the flexibil-

inent to adjust a carrier deckload optimized for sea
con.L~ to one optimized for power projection.

The number of aircraft by type is determined largely
by the operational objectives of the carriers. The Navy's
mode of operation requires that| deleted combat
air patrols be maintained at all times. Blased on maintenance
turn-around times, expected sortie generation rates, and the
like,'this requires 24 fighter aircraft.

The carrier must also be able to generate surveillance
coverage on an around-the-clock basis. To accomplish this,

1/See note c on p. 13.
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20 light attack, 9 medium attack, and 3 reconnaissance air-
craft are needed. The remaining 4 light attack and 3 medium
attack aircraft are needed to generate a higher, more desir-
able level of attack sorties for the power projection ashore
mission.

In the antisubmarine area, the carrier must be able to
continually maintain deleted forward stations. A
squadron of 10 S-3A aircraft is required to accomplish this.

The antisubmarine helicopters provide close-in pLotect-
ion against submarines. To maintain! d ed hel-
icopters on station at all times, six 1/ of them are needed.

To operat effectively around-the-clockl deleted J
L deleted of the support aircraft must be on s ation at
all times. To accomplish this, four airborne early warning,
three electronic warfare, and four tanker aircraft should be
available.

The above describes the carriers' aircraft deckload
tailored for the extremes of either sea control or power
projection ashore. Carriers deployed to an operational
theater do not necessarily conform to either of these deck-
loads as described on pages 7, 25, and 26.

We recognize that the above tabulation does not allow
for wartime attrition losses of aircraft. However, Depart-
ment of Defense policy precludes the services from procuring
potential wartime attrition in advance. As a result, the
services' requirement computations for aircraft and other
weapon systems do not normally contain wartime attrition
allowances.

We understand that force and equipment levels are based
on threat assessments coupled with budget constraints. The
number of aircraft required by type is determined based oh.
outfitting a specific force level objective and aduing
factors for training, overhaul replacement, ana peacetime
attrition.

1/See note c on p. 13.
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LIMITATIONS ON CARRIER
DECK CAPACITY

It is doubtful that the entire multimission airwings canbe embarked on their assigned carriers and operate effec-
tively and safely. The Navy has recognized the safe andeffective operating limitations of its carriers by institut-
ing the "swing-wing" concept, which recognizes that "swing"
components are necessary to adjust the carrier deckloadfrom one mission mode to another, due to space limitations.
Navy commanders have acknowledged the safe operating limi-
tations of their carriers during the past multimission deploy-ments. During these deployments, the number of aircraft
aboard the carriers was tailored to accomplish specific
missions, leaving behind a portion of the airwing. Inaddition, a Navy study of wartime carrier operations recog-
nizes the limited carrier deck capacity. Despite the almost
overwhelming evidence to the contrary, the Navy contendsthat the entire multimission airwings would be embarked on
their assigned carriers in wartime.

Carrier deck limitations represent only a minor facet
of the issue addressed in this report. The issue is whether
or not the Navy can accomplish its mission without makingeach carrier self-sufficient for power projection ashore byproviding flexibility components to each carrier airwing whenviable alternatives are available which would require fewer
overall resources.

In view of the considerable evidence presented, we ques-
tion whether the Navy can operate effectively in wartime withthe entire multimission airwings on their carriers despite
the Navy's contention to the contrary.

We also question if it would be prudent to embark theentire airwing on carriers in wartime when a lesser number ofaircraft is required to counter the specific mission objec-tive. Aircraft carriers will presumably be subject to attack
by enemy air, surface, and/or subsurface forces and theycould incur substantial battle damage or be lost altogether.
In case of such a loss, having less than the entire airwingaboaLd would minimize losses. It follows then that carriers
should be dispatched with the optimum number of planesneeded for their mission. The more aircraft left at shore
bases or in reserve, out of ready enemy reach, the fewerthe potential loss¢e and the greater the flexibility will be.
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The Navy's position that the entire airwing could be
squeezed onto the carrier, if the need arose, appears to be
inconsistent with the principle of dispersion of military
materiel recognized by the Department of Defense and the
services. For example, to lessen the vulnerability and im-
prove the survivability of U.S. augmentation aircraft in
Europe, the United States and alr NATO partners have spent
considerable funds for dispersal programs and simultaneous
reinforcing of positions, such as aircraft shelters. Cur-
rently the Department of Defense is actively pursuing agree-
ments with NATO countries to collocate such aircraft on bases
operated by allies. The main purpose is to further disperse
U.S. augmentation aircraft over and above desirable loading
factors of U.S. operated bases and lessen vulnerability to
preemptive strikes.

Capacity constraints and computations

The number of aircraft which can be safely and effec-
tively operated from a carrier is limited by the flight deck
and hanger deck capacities. Enough space must be left on the
hanger deck to allow maneuvering of aircraft to and from the
elevators to the flight deck. Adequate space must be left
on the flight deck to (1) allow simultaneous aircraft launch-
ing and recovering and (2) move aircraft to and from the flight
lines and the elevators to the hanger deck.

Given the physical constraints of the carrier's size,
substantial evidence shows that the entire typical multi-
mission airwing cannot be deployed and operated without
adequate space for simultaneous launch and recovery opera-
tions. The Navy uses the maximum number of A-7s which can
fit on an aircraft carrier as their standard measure for
carrier deck capacities. The standard measure is referred
to as a carrier's A-7 multiple. While the maximum capacity
in A-7 multiples has been identified for each carrier,
maximum operating capacity has not been determined, in that
aisle space and other operating room necessary to carry out
continuous flight operations have not been allowed for.
The template on page 24 demonstrates aircraft density when
the maximum number of A-7s are loaded, making it obvious
that effective flight operations cannot be undertaken for
lack of maneuvering space. Naval Material Command publica-
tion P-4000.2 identifies maximum wartime density as

! deleted . percent of maximum capacity. However, dur-
ing the multimission airwing evaluations maximum operating
capacity was identified as - deleted lpercent of
maximum capacity. Also, the Navy's "CVX Airwing Effective-
ness" study uses the lower percentage.
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THE FLIGHT DECK OF THE U.S.S. NIMITZ-- at the time this photograph
was taken no launch and recovery operations were possible

SOUCE: US. NAVY PHOTOGRAPH
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The Saratoga's maximum A-7 capacity multiple is
i deleted I ' The Navy's report on the multimission air-wing evaluation aboard the Saratoga in 1971 stated that any

multiple above locks the deck, whereasa multiple of deleted is the maximum which canbe handled efficiently during cyclic operations. Based on
the Navy report, the stated maximum operating capacity isabout -deTleted " ]percent of maximum capacity.

The Saratoga's multimission airwinq consists of
L deleted [aircraft--about deleted A-7 mul-tiples. Comparing the airwing multipe ole te d

to the maximum operating capacity multiple of
deleted it is obvious that effective and safe flightoperations could not be conducted with the entire multimission

airwing aboard.

The four carrier deployments to the Mediterranean fromJuly 1975 to April 1976 demonstrate the deck capacity limi-tations. In each case the aircraft multiple aboard the car-
riers was slightly below deleted Jpercent of themaximum capacity. The aircraft deployed was considered torepresent the carrier's maximum operating capacity.

We found that carrier maximum capacity multiple deter-minations conflict with conditions in the operational environ-
ment. In the early 1970s the Navy determined the maximum op-erating capacity in A-7 multiples by using mock-up models ofthe carrier decks and A-7 aircraft. Subsequently, the Navy
used the mock-up models to reevaluate the capacity of theNimitz and the maximum capacity increased by d -A-7 spots, from ete to deletedBased on this reevaluation, the Navy computed the ratio of
total deck space to occupied deck space and increased themaximum capacity of all carriers accordingly, considering
certain known peculiarities of each carrier. The validityof this process appears to be questionable. For example,the capacity of the Forrestal shown on p. 24 was increased
by spots from deleteto deleted . Forrestal officials said thateven the _capacity was not attainable
because 15 spots were not available due to physical obstruc-tions. They could not understand how [ deleted [spots would be available. The experience of the Saratoga
described earlier demonstrates that maximum density is notrelated to maximum operating capacity. A much lower multi-ple was found to be the maximum to efficiently handle cyclicoperations.
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The confusion concerning carrier operational capacity
multiples was heightened by the Navy's study to determine
the carrier size and the airwing combination preferred forthe 1980s to 2000 and beyond timeframe. The Naval AirSystems Command, in its Ma 1975 study, "CVX Airwing Ef-fectiveness" used I deleted percent of the maxi-mum A-7 capacity multiple as the criterion for operational
carrier deck capacity. The study simulated the various
naval scenarios under wartime conditions. It is again
noteworthy that maximum operating capacity under wartimeconditions used in the study is contrary to a Navy Material
Command publication which identifies sustained combat capa-
city as - deleted - percent of maximum density.

Aircraft left ashore during carrier
deployments and how

When the Navy instituted multimission aircraft carriers,
it emphasized the concept of operation called "swinging thewing." This concept clearly recognizes that (1) the carriersare unable to deploy with their entire assigned airwing and(2) the aircraft mix deployed on the multimission carrier willbe tailored to counter the threat as it is perceived by thefleet commander. As the threat changes, the aircraft mixaboard the carrier will be adjusted to meet the new threat
ty exchanging aircraft between the carrier and those leftashore. The following schedule shows the number of aircraftoperated and left ashore during deployments of the stated
carriers.

Total
Aircraft Aircraft aircraft

Carrier operated left ashore assigned

Atlantic Fleet:
Saratoga 76 15 91
Kennedy 82 12 94Independence 77 4 a/81
America 85 6 91

Average 80

Pacific Fleet:
Kitty Hawk 70 25 95
Ranger 69 14 a/83
Midway 60 16 a/76

Average 66

a/These carriers did not have a full typical multimission air-wing assigned at the time of these deployments.
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Atlantic Fleet

The Atlantic Fleet carriers have been deployed to the
Mediterranean. Aircraft not aboard their assigned carriers
during the deployment remained? at their U.S. shore bases.
These aircraft are attached to training squadrons where they
fly training missions which similated flights normally under-
taken by the carrier-based aircraft.

On four occasions, certain planes were flown across the
Atlantic to join the carrier airwing. These flights were to
determine the feasibility of the "swing-wing" concept. The
first flight occurred during the multimission airwing concept
feasibility trials in 1971. In two further instances,fdfeetdel

d teleted _ planes were flown from the
United States to the carrier. In one of these two instances,
no aircraft had to be flown off because the carrier deployed
with only_ deleted of its 91 assigned aircraft.
In the fourth instance fighter and attack aircraft were flown
to the carrier, displacing planes wh ih were flown to shore
bases in the Mediterranean area.

The following schedule shows the number of aircraft left
at shore bases during four Atlantic Fleet deployments.

Number and type of aircraft shore-based

Anti-
Light Medium Reconnais- submarine

Fighter attack attack sance (note a) Total

Saratoga 6 4 - 3 2 15
Kennedy - 6 3 3 12
Indepen-
dence 2 2 - - - b/4

America - 4 - - 2 6

a/Intentionally left behind to demonstrdte i . ...
I - ~ ~adeleted

b/The Independence did not have a full multimission airwing.

Pacific Fleet

Navy officials said that Pacific Fleet operations differ
because shore bases in areas to which the carriers deploy are
readily accessible. Since shore bases are available, the
entire airwing is loaded aboard the carrier and transported
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to overseas areas.
deleted
To allow for normal operations,

some of the aircraft are off-loaded at shore installations.
The land-based aircraft are subsequently exchianged for other
aircraft on the carrier or they may supplement those deployed
within operational limits at the discretion of the respec-
tive commanders.

Carriers operate in areas where shore bases are generally
accessible in the Pacific and the aircraft are exchanged fre-
quently between the assigned carrier and bases. Shore bases
do much of the normal aircraft maintenance which differs from
Atlantic Fleet operations. However, large portions of the car-
rier airwings are generally left ashore as shown on page 25.
The aircraft left ashore consisted of various fighter, at-
tack, reconnaissance, and antisubmarine planes.

NUMBER OF AIRCRAFT COMPRISINtG THE
FLEXIBILITY COMPONENT OF T)iE
MULTIMISSION CARRIER AIRWING

The Navy has not determined the optimum size and compo-
sition of a multimission carrier airwing which could be fully
deployed and operated safely and effectively on the assigned
carriers. However, the Navy determined that the basic multi-
mission airwing for sea control consisted of 83 planes, as
described on page 18. The flexibility component to adjust the
carrier deckload from se! control to power projection basi-
cally consists of seven attack aircraft. Allowing for smaller
airwing sizes on the smaller carriers, the flexibility com-
ponents of the 12 multimission carrier airwings and their as-
sociated training and depot overhaul replacement aircraft,
comprise over 100 aircraft. Our calculations follnw.

Number of aircraft in the airwing of large carriers 90
Number of aircraft needed for cyclic operations 83
Number of land-based aircraft for flexibility per

carrier 7
Number of large carriers planned 8

56
Number of aircraft in smaller carrier airwing 87
Number of aircraft needed for cyclic operations 83
Number of land-based aircraft for flexibility

per carrier 4
Number of smaller carriers planned 4

16

Number of aircraft assigned to airwings for
flexibility 72

Add:
Training aircraft associat'ed with the above--

25 percent 18

9U
Overhaul replacement aircraft associated with

above-.-15 percent 14
Total aircraft operated to provide flexible

multimission airwings for the 12 carriers 104
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Some of the Navy's 12 multimission carriers do not yet
have their complete multimission airwings nor the planned
number of required aircraft type. The transition to multi-
mission carrixg is expected to continue through the early
1 980s. Aircra~. modernization and replacement is a conti-
nuous process as new types succeed old We recognize that
the aircraft identified in the flexibility component are
not necessarily available in the inventory. However, adjust-
ing the composition of the multimission airwirng by deleting
flexibility components provides the Navy an opportunity to
reduce planned aircraft procurements and operating costs to
generate funds for more pressing needs.

There are other carrier deployable aircraft available
in the Navy's inventory. For example, a number of A-4s are
used for research and development and for decoys in train-
ir~g. In addition, there are carrier deployable aircraft in
desert storage. While these aircraft are not of the same
type as those in the multimission carrier airwing, they could
be used on carriers for emergencies if outfitted with the
proper support kits.
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CHAPTER 4

SOURCES OF AIRCRAFT FOR

MULTIMISSION CARRIER AIRWING FLEXIBILITY

The Navy has several options available for obtaining Lhe

fighter and attack aircraft, as well as a limited number of

other aircraft needed to adjust the carrier deckload. The

airc:aft, needed to provide the flexibility for changing

-hreat situations and mission requirements may be available

from

-- airwings of other operating carriers,

--air% %gs of carriers in extensive overhaul,

-- airwings of the Marine Corps,

-- the 1Nvy and Aarine Corps Reserves,

--a pool of aircraft established for carrier deckload

adjustment, and

-- Navy and Marine Corps training aircraft.

The alternatives should be viewed as satisfying the

flexibility requirement in the aggregate rather than separ-

ately. We are not suggesting that the first option be de-

pleted before the next alternative is considered. Inste,

we are suggesting that all available assets be considered

simultaneously in determining how each particular flexibility

requirement is to be met.

EXTENT OF AIRCRAFT AVAILABLE FO,

FLEXIBILITY

Without considering aircraft which could be exchange-

between operating carriers to adjust the airwings for speci-

fic threat situations, a large inventory of carrier deploy-

able aircraft is operated which could provide the needed

flexibility. The depth of flexibility available from those

sources is large, consisting of 852 planes, compared to

about 100 aircraft associated with the multimission airwings

for flexibility.
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Sources of Alternative Aircraft
at December 31, i975 -

Carriers
Aircraft in Marine Training

type overhaul Corps Reserves squadrons Tota&l

Fighters
Light attack 758
Medium attack
Reconnaissance 16
Antisubmarine deleted 38Other 40

Total 852L ._ __

a/n.o. = not obtained.

b/Based on an airwing containing 90 aircraft.

EXCHANGING AIRCRAFT BETWEEN
6PERATIN CARRIERS TO GI
FLEXIBILITY-

It is unlikely that all of the deployed carriers or those
available for immediate deployment, would face the collateral
power projection mission. Consequently, the carrier airwings
can complement each other. As one carrier needs suitable air-
craft to project power ashore when it does not have enough
aboard, attack and fighter aircraft may be obtained from a
carrier whose threat of this kind is less or which is to meet
a sea control requirement by exchanging aircraft between them
to tailor each particular airwing to the specific threat situ-
ation anticipated.

Exchanging aircraft between carriers does not appear to
be substantially different from the current concept of ex-
changing aircraft betwe-n U.S. shore stations and carriers
deployed thousands of miles away. The Navy will have suff1-
cient numbers of like planes available in each of the multi-
mission airwings so that an exchange between carriers should
not present insurmountable support problems. It may not be.
necessary to provide enough aircraft for each carrier to make
it self-sufficient in meeting all threat situations when
portions of the airwings must be left behind since the car-
riers can collectively meet the various threats.
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Exchanging aircraft between carriers to meet changing
threat situations is well recognized within the Department
of Defense. The Secretary of Defense told the Congress in
1976, in reference to the S-3A:

"One squadron (10 aircraft) is being bought for
each of the multipurpose carriers expected to be
in the fleet in the early 1980s. During a major
conflict, carriers operating in a high submarine
threat area could be provided with two squadrons
of S-3s by drawing down on the S-3 complements
of other carriers."

The concept of exchanging aircraft between carriers addressed
by the Secretary certainly would apply to other carrier-based
aircraft.

AIRWIN3S OF CARRIERS
IN EXTENSIVE OVERHAUL

Aircraft carriers operate on a cycle of approximately
5 years. At the end of each cycle, the carriers normally
undergo scheduled overhauls for about 1 year. Navy officials
said they plan to have two carriers in overhaul and altera-
tion at all times.

While these carriers are in overhaul, the assigned air-
wings are training and preparing for deployment. Navy offi-
cials said that these airwings are needed to train the pilots
and crew and to phase new aircraft into the airwing.

The multimission airwings of carriers in overhaul have
about 90 aircraft each. We believe these airwings are a
source of aircraft to meet changing threat situations for
carriers in deployed status. In case of an emergency the
Navy would make the carriers in overhaul available as soon
as_practicable and Navy officials said it could take as long
as deleted _to ready the carrier depend-
ing on the stage of overhaul.

USE OF MARINE CORPS AIRCRAFT
TO PROVIDE CARRIER AIRWIN FLEXIBILITY

The Marine Corps is an excellent source for aircraft
needed to adjust multimission carrier airwings. Not only
does the Marine Corps operate carrier compatible aircraft
found in the multir.mission carrier airwing, but its pilots
are carrier qualified.
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The Marine Corps is administratively under the Depart-ment of the Navy. As such, the Chief of Naval Operationshas controlling custody of all naval aircraft, includingMarine aircraft. If needed, aircraft can be exchanged
between the Marine Corps and the Navy.

Marine aircraft are an integral part of the Navy tacti-cal air resources. The Secretary of Defense said that MarineCorps airwings are justified largely on the basis of amphi-bious operations, but they are also important in the overalltactical air force structure. Since they are capable ofboth land-and-sea-based operations, Marine tactical aircraftare available as a backup force. If not needed to supportcommitted Marine Corps forces and if the amount of dedi-cated sea-based aircraft needed in a time of crisis is un-derestimated, Marine air resources could be made availableto correct the deficiency. Likewise, Marine tactical airassets can augment dedicated land-based assets as needed andavailable, just as land-based aircraft can support amphibiousoperations.

The Navy recognizes that the Marine Corps aviation ispart of naval aviation, and that the major elements of thetwo services tactical aircraft must be integrated to ac-hieve maximum combat utility from these resources. Yet,Marine Corps aircraft were not considered when the size ofthe multimission airwing was determined. Each capabilitywas considered independent of the other when requirementcomputations were made.

At the heart of the existence of the Marine Corps isthe perceived requirement for amphibious landing forces inareas where the United States and its allies do not havea foothold when required. To accomplish the amphibiouslanding, the Marine Corps depends largely on carriers forits airwings before land bases can be established. Forthis reason, much of the Marine Corps tactical aircraft isconfigured to operate from carriers and its pilots arecarrier qualified. Also the Marines do not have an aircraftcarrier assigned to them, but must displace Navy aircraftfor the duration of their operations from the carrier.
The Marine Corps tactical aircraft and its pilots areable to perform the same mission as naval aircraft andpilots, and with comparable proficiency. The Navy has nothesitated to use Marine Corps aircraft in carrier operations.During the Vietnam conflict Marine squadrons were assignedto carriers and flew combat missions against enemy targets

as did Navy aircraft.
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The Marine Corps has three airwings, each having carrier
deployable aircraft such as F-4s and A-6s. The Marine Corps'
aviation mission is to support Marine Corps forces in the
seizure and defense of advance naval bases and for land oper-
ations which may be essential in a naval campaign. The pri-
mary mission of Marine fixed-wing fighter and attack aircraft
is to conduct offensive air support and antiair warfare from
advance bases and aircraft carriers.

deleted

The-Department of Defense objective is to
have such ships sufficient to ?

deleted

_ __ _ sh as an alternative source for car-
rier deployable aircraft to provide the flexibility to ad-
just multimission carrier airwings when required. The]
! deleted lairwings operate at leasti deleted
fighter and attack aircraft which are the same types as those
left behind during carrier deployments, which could be used
to augment the Navy aircraft resources.

NAVY AND MARINE CORPS RESERVE
AIRWINGS COULD BE USED TO ADJUST
MULTIMISSION CARRIER AIRWINGS

While they are not available at a moment's notice, the
Navy and Marine Corps reserve airwings represent resources
which can be used to adjust multimission carrier airwings
in emergencies. If active Navy and Marine Corps assets
are not available for multimission carrier airwing adjust-
ments during emergencies, the reserves could fill this role.
Only one of the three reserve airwings can be assigned to the
13th airwing carrier.

The Navy has two reserve airwings and the Marines have
one. The primary mission of the reserves is to provide
trained units and individuals in time of war or national
emergency. The reserves' secondary function is to assist
the active forces in accomplishing their peacetime mission.

The Navy and Marine Corps reserve airwings consist of
the same general types of aircraft as their active counter-
parts. All of the reserve aircraft are carrier deployable,
and the reserve pilots have the necessary qualifications to
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oper ate from aircraft carriers. However, only one carrier
is available for the reserve airwings.

Even in emergencies, other carriers are not available
for the reserve airwings. Carriers in the mothball fleet
take too long to activate to be used by the reserve air-
wings for immediate deployment. The naval reserve is re-
quired to deploy one of its airwings within 1

I deleted and the other within deleted
even though carriers are not available._ The Marine Corps
reserve airwing could deploy in about _ deleted
depending on the availability of carrier space to requalify
the pilots.

Granted, the Navy will have to manage the aircraft con-
figuration problem. Not all carrier deployable aircraft can
be supported by every carrier. Each carrier has the equip-
ment and spares to support only the aircraft assigned to its
multimission airwing. However, the reserves have assembled
spare kits to allow them to operate for up t de

deleted

The Navy also plans to upgrade the reserve airwings
during the next decade. For example, the reserves are
scheduled to receive the undeveloped F-18 in the 1980s. Sup-
portability of reserve aircraft would be a lesser problem in
the future, particularly if Navy planning integrates reserve
resources into overall requirements determinations.

ESTABLISHING AN AIRCRAFT POOL
TO PROVIDE FLEXIBILITY FOR THE
MULTIMISSION CARRIER AIRWIHG

Each of the 12 multimission carrier airwings will have
enough aircraft to adjust from the sea control to the power
projection mode of carrier operations, even though the en-
tire airwing does not fully fit on the assigned carrier with-
out constraining flight operations. The Navy could establish
a pool of aircraft to provide the flexibility to adjust the
deckload of deployed carriers rather than furnish each air-
wing a flexibility component.

Apparently, not all of the carriers will be deployed
with the deckload optimized to meet the power projection
ashore mission objective at the same time. Instead of pro-
viding each carrier airwing with reserve aircraft for flexi-
bility to adjust to the collateral mission of power projec-
tion ashore, the extra aircraft could be assigned to a pool
for multimission airwing adjustment purposes. It appears
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that establishing a pool of aircraft for flexibility to op-
timize the carrier deckload for power projection ashore
would require fewer aircraft than assigning a flexibility
component to each airwing since not all carriers are ex-
pected to operate in this mode simultaneously. As aircraft
are exchanged, the displaced aircraft would join the pool
for potential assignment to another carrier.

USE OF TRAINING AIRCRAFT
TO PROVIDE CARRIER FLEXIBILITY

The Navy generally procures 25 percent of their opera-
tional aircraft requirements as training aircraft. In ad-
dition to training commitments these aircraft are scheduled
to fill in for wartime attrition.

In early 1976, training squadrons contained 176 fighter
and attack aircraft. We did not obtain the number of aircraft
in training squadrons for other types of aircraft. However,
the aircraft in training squadrons represents a considerable
margin for carrier deckload adjustment, since the flexibility
components of all 12 carriers require just over 70 aircraft,
excluding training and depot overhaul replacement require-
ments. Also, the other options described could possibly pro-
vide most, if not all, of the flexibility needs.
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CHAPTER 5

COST OF PROVIDING FLEXIBILITY FOR EACH

MULTIMISSION CARRIER AIRWING

To provide and operate aircraft for flexibility compo-
nents for each airwing when sufficient resources may be avail-
able from other Navy assets is expensive. Not only must theseaircraft be acquired at a cost of several million dollars
each, but they require personnel, fuel, and spare parts tooperate and maintain. In addition, training and other costs
not-directly identifiable to each aircraft are incurred as
well.

Based on the Navy's aircraft operating data, we esti-
mate that it will cost between $90 million and $124 million
annually to operate 104 aircraft for the flexibility for
multimission carrier airwings to adjust to differing threat
situations, without considering other available resources.
In addition, millions of dollars will be required over the
next decade to replace and buy the flexibility aircraft
even though the necessary resources appear to exist within
the Navy.

ANNUAL OPERATING COSTS FOR
FLEXIBILITY AIRCRAFT

Each specific aircraft type has its own operating costs
associated with it. For example, the make-up of flight crew/
and fuel consumption are not the same for each plane. Since
the flexibility component has been identified to consist of
attack aircraft, A-7E and A-6E operating cost data is appli-cable. Based on the Navy's program factors manual which re-
flects 1975 costs, we estimate that the yearly cost for
operating the 104 aircraft provided for carrier deckload
flexibility will be between $90 million and $124 million.
The following table shows the annual operating cost in 1975
dollars if all 104 planes were of the same type.

Annual Number
Aircraft operating cost of

type per aircraft aircraft Total

Fighter (F-4) $ 966,000 104 $100,464,000
Light attack (A-7) 874,000 104 90,896,000
Medium attack (A-6) 1,191,000 104 123,864,000
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ACQUISITION COSTS fOR
FLEXIBILITY AIRCRAFT

During the next decade the Navy may spend about $1 bil-
lion to acquire and/or replace the estimated 104 aircraft to
provide flexibility for the 12 multimission carrier airwings.
The Navy is in the process of replacing or expanding most of
its aircraft in the multimission carrier airwings by the mid-
1980s. The F-14 and F-18 will replace the F-4 fighters. The
A-7E is still being procured, but it is planned to eventually
be replaced by the attack version of the F-18. E-2Cs and
A-6Es are being bought. The following chart shows some of
the aircraft being procured or planned to be procured and
the cost for each type.

Number of air-
,Fiscal year craft planned Unit Total cost

of for fiscal cost in for 104
Aircraft procurement year 1977 millions planes in

type termination andbeyond (note a) billions

F-14 fighter Early 1980s 124 $15.86 $1.649
F-18 fighter/

attack Late 1980s 800 6.14 .639
A-7E attack Early 1980s 150 7.08 .736

a/Fiscal year 1977 unit procurement cost.
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CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

CONCLUSIONS

The Navy, along with the other military departments, hasbeen under budget constraints for several years. Many of its
ships and aircraft did not undergo scheduled overhaul on timefor lack of funds. On the other hand, the Navy maintains air-craft for flexibility for each multimission carrier airwing,while the necessary flexibility aircraft might be obtainedfrom other organizational elements. We believe this areaprovides an opportunity to free funds for other higher prior-
ity categories.

The services are responsible for planning the militaryhardware needed to meet potential threats. To do this plan-
ning properly, each service should consider the resourcesavailable from the other services and the extent of assist-ance reasonably to be expected from them in countering aparticular threat. All alternatives should be consideredbefore the most cost-effective approach is chosen.

We believe that the Navy did not follow this precept
when it designed the multimission carrier airwing. TheNavy provided land-based reserve components for each ofits multimission carrier airwings to adjust the carrier
deckload for various mission objectives when other alter-natives appear to be available to provide the flexibility.In our opinion, the Navy should determine the optimal sizefor the multimission carrier airwings which can be deployedrecognizing the constraints imposed by carrier size andthe availability of alternative sources of aircraft to
adjust carrier airwings when necessary.

It is generally recognized that the United States needsa strong and prepared Navy and that the multimission carrierairwing requires flexibility in its aircraft to meet thevarious types of missions. But the basic policy and costeffectiveness consideration is how much flexibility, whenall Navy assets are considered, is necessary to meet the po-tential threat? £oes each multimission airwing require itsown flexibility component or can other Navy aviation assetsprovide the aircraft needed for flexibility without a di-minution of mission effectiveness? Will all carriers need
to be deployed with the same aircraft deckload at the sametime? We believe that the resolution of these and related
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questions could cause the Navy to use its resources more
effectively.

Each of the multinmission carrier airwings will have
land-based reserve aircraft to make them flexible for
carrier deckload adjustments optimized for sea control or
power projection or various intermediate stages. Some
aircraft are left on shore bases when multimission carriers
deploy and can be exchanged with deployed aircraft if neces-
sary.

We believe that the Navy has a number of options, other
than maintaining oversized airwings, available to provide
the flexibility needed to accomplish sea control and power
projection. We believe the following alternatives, (see
ch. 4), could collectively provide the flexibility to
adjust the carrier aircraft deckload from sea control to
power projection.

--Exchanging aircraft between operating carriers.

-- Using the aircraft of carriers undergoing exten-
sive overhaul.

-- Using the Marine Corps aircraft.

-- Using the Navy and Marine Corps reserve airwings in
emergencies.

--Establishing a pool of reserve aircraft serving the
flexibility needs of all carriers.

--Using highly capable training resources in emergen-
cies.

Since sea control is the Navy's primary mission and is
required in the worst case scenario--a NATO war involving
the Soviet Union--we believe that maximum resource require-
ments should be determined by this mission objective. Not
only can the carrier whose airwing is configured for sea
control protect the sea lanes of communication, but it can
project power ashore and accomplish the other collateral
Navy missions. The carrier airwing configured for sea con-
trol in itself is a multimission airwing without the flexi-
bility component.
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In a scenario of lesser intensity, when control of the
sea is not a major concern, it may be desirable to strengthen
the attack and fighter components of the carrier airwing for
more effective power projection ashore. However, we do not
believe that such adjustment requires separate flexibility
components consisting of aircraft dedicated to each carrier
as is now the case. We believe that the alter atives de-
lineated are adequate to provide this flexibility.

To procure and operate reserve flexibility aircraft for
each of the multimission carriers is expensive. We estimate
that $1 billion may be needed during the next decade to pro-
cure the 104 aircraft for the flexibility to adjust the deck-
loads of the 12 planned multimission carriers. Annual operat-
ing costs associated with these land-based aircraft for poten-
tial carrier deckload adjustments amount to about $100 million
or more.

The Navy should have enough carrier-based aircraft to
enable it to accomplish its mission objectives of sea control
and power projection. But we do not believe that each car-
rier needs a self-sufficient airwing with sufficient flexi-
bility aircraft to optimize deckloads for power projection.

PRELIMINARY SUGGESTION TO THE
SECRETARY OF DEFENSE

In our draft report to the Secretary of Defense we sug-
gested that the Secretary of the Navy (1) reassess the total
aircraft requirements for multimission aircraft carriers and
(2) determine the minimum number of aircraft required for
each carrier and how to best satisfy the mission with the
least resources.

AGENCY COMMENTS AND OUR EVALUATION

The Department of the Navy states that our report pre-
sents a fair assessment of the structure of the multimission
carrier airwings in a peacetime situation, but that the
total Navy/Marine aviation force structure requirements for
combat contingencies have not been adequately considered.
We do not agree with this assessment. The point is that
the Navy had identified the airwing required to accomplish
the sea control function and project power ashore as con-
sisting of 83 aircraft of various types. In addition, each
of the 12 multimission carriers is assigned a flexibility
component consisting of attack aircraft whose function is
to adjust the deckload to optimize power projection ashore
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by displacing antisubmarine or support aircraft from the
carrier decks.

We believe it should not be necessary to provide each
carrier with the separate and individual capability to opti-
mize the Navy's collateral power projection ashore function
by providing land-based reserve components. We point out
that the Navy has a number of other options available which
collectively could satisfy, the carrier deckload adjustment
without providing flexibility components for each carrier.

In testimony before congressional committees, the De-
partment of Defense identified a NATO war involving the
Soviet Union as the worst case scenario. In such a scenario,
the Department of Defense as well as the Navy expects the
deployed carriers to be operating in the Navy's primary
mission of sea control requiring their full antisubmarine
capability due to the Soviet Union's heavy subsurface threat.
Power projection ashore, except in conjunction with sea con-
trol, is considered highly unlikely. As the Navy has indi-
cated in their comments to our draft report, such an in-
tense conflict could require all Navy operated carriers in
the sea control role.

In less intense conflicts, when power projection ashore
is primary, as was the case in Vietnam, when the United States
control of the seas was not seriously challenged, not all
Navy carriers would be expected to participate and the alter-
natives we pointed out would be valid sources for carrier
deckload adjustments. In our opinion, we have adequately
considered wartime carrier contingencies.

The Navy stated that all carriers could possibly be de-
ployed simultaneously in a war with the Soviet Union to op--
pose submarines, surface combatants, and long-range "bomber"
type aircraft. We agree that this is a distinct possibility,
but as the Navy states, the carriers will require sea control
airwings to counter the subsurface, surface, and air threats.
The Navy does not disagree that aircraft can be exchanged
between carriers to adjust deckloads to meet specific threat
situations.

Concerning the specific options we identified, the Navy
contends that they would not be available for carrier deck-
load adjustments in the worst case scenario for a number of
reasons. Following are the Navy's views and our response.
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Aircraft of carriers in overhaul

The Navy contends that carriers could be out of overhaul
in less than the timeframe we specified. This is possible
depending on the state of the overhaul of the particular
carriers.

The Navy also states that it is a poor investment in a
carrier if there is no airwing for it when needed in a NATO
war involving the Soviet Union. lle '!elieve that the com-
ments are not warranted in this instance because the specific
scenario to which the Navy refers would require the sea con-
trol airwing, which does rot necessarily require the flexi-
bility component to adjust a carrier deckload to optimal
power projection. Every carrier could be deployed in the
optimized sea control configuration. The airwings of car-
riers in overhaul would be available for deckload adjust-
ments in lesser scenarios, such as Korea and Vietnnm, when
power projection is the objective and fewer than the total
number of carriers is deployed.

Marine Corps aircraft

The Navy addresses only the worst case scenario, point-
ing out that the Marine airwings would be needed in direct
support of the Marine divisions. As stated previously, in
the worst case scenario it is unlikely that aircraft car-
riers would be used in the collateral power projection mode
because the Department of Defense itself ha:, stated that sea
control is considered the primary concern. L-;n of the multi-
mission airwings would contain the aircraft necessary to per-
form the primary mission of sea control. In lesser conflicts
the Marines could be one of the several sources for providing
the attack and/or fighter aircraft necessary to change the
airwing from one optimized for sea control to one optimized
for power projection. provided the Navy manages aircraft con-
figuration and pilot qualifications accordingly.

While the Navy contends that the Marines cannot be
relied upon for carrier deckload adjustment because of dif-
ferences in aircraft and pilot currency in carrier profi-
ciency, the Maiines are used to fill existing aircraft
shortages. For example, in a recent deployment to the
Mediterranean, the U.S.S. Roosevelt embarked with a number
of Marine Corps Harriers, the only vertical short take-off
and landing aircraft in the U.S. inventory. Similarly,
the Marine Corps is filling aircraft requirements for the
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Naval and Marine Colps Reserve airwings

The Navy contends that the Naval Reserve Air Wing
for which there is no carrier available represents attri-
tion replacements and the Marine Reserve Airwing is dedi-
cated to support the Marine Reserve di-ision. If these
resources are available as combat attrn ivn replacements,
they woula certainly be available to adjust carrier airwings
in the interim. As in the case of the other alternatives,
the Navy did not consider when the deckload a~' taents are
required. in the worst c~ae situation, a wze .*'oving the
Soviet Union, it is gener-!ly agreed that a? Cd..o;yed car-
riers woulu be engaged in sea control activities. Liery
carrier has an airwing which is capable of performing sea
control and power projection missions. The flexibility
component serves the purpose of optimizing the airwino
for power projection. In a conflict of lesser interi-:rty,
when the collateral power projection role could be t-:
most prevalent, it would appear that the reserves could
function as flexibility components if recessary. The Navy
chose not to address this particular aspect and did not
specifically disagree.

A poolof aircraft to provide flexibilit

The Navy contends that a pool of aircraft to p ovide
the flexibility to adjust carrier deckloads optimized for
sea control to power projection ignores the requirement of
deploying all carLiers in a worldwide conflict. As we
have pointed out, in st h a conflict, even if all carriers
were deployed they would most likely have to maintain sea
control, the Navy's primary mission. Some carriers might
be optimized for power projection ashore, but this would
not require that each carrier be self-sufficient for this
eventuality because (1) more than half of the assets con-
tained in a multimission airwing -re capable of power pro
jection, (2) the resources ot previously delineated alter-
natives could be used to adjust the deckloads for optimum
power projection on at least some of, if not all, the carriers,
or (3) a pool of aircralt for flexibility consisting of a
smaller number of airc aft than the composite of the 12
flexibility components planned could satisfy the deckload
adjustments. In lesser conflicts, not all carriers would
be expected to be deployed (see p. 10 concerning Vietnam
deployments), and a pool of flexibility aircraft would be
adequate, if needed at all, in view of the other options
available to the Navy.
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The Navy states that it is preferable that the entireairwing train as a unit rather than provide flexible pi-lots and aircraft from other organizations. Nevertheless,
the Navy concurs that pilots and aircraft lost in combatare replaced with resources not trained with the specificairwing. While we agree that it is desirable to train asunits, this is obviously not essential and appears to beunrealistic in wartime conditions when combat losses are
inevitable.

Navy and Marine Corps training aircraft

The Navy states that short of a losing situation inNATO war, training squadrons must continue to function in theirprimary role while the Navy is engaged in conflicts oflesser intensity.

We agree with this position and do not advocate com-plete depletion of training assets. Nevertheless, thisreport points out that the Navy does not need a completeflexibility aircraft mix for every carrier and that flexi-bility can be achieved with fewer back-up assets. Thesources for these aircraft are many including, if neces-sary, a few training aircraft because the 176 fighter andattack training aircraft represent a considerable marginof flexibility when only just over 70 aircraft arc neededto adjust the deckload of all 12 carriers from sea control
to cae optimized for power projection ashore.

Carrier deck limitations

The Navy contends that the entire multimission air-wings can be embarked on the carriers and that they would
be in wartime condition, if only to have backups for com-bat losses. According to the Navy, a reduction in carrierdeckload improves flight and hangar deck flexibility andprovides the necessary margin of safety for peacetime
operating conditions to minimize accidents, handling
"crunches," and personal injuries. Under wartime condi-tions these risks would become acceptable in order to em-bark the highest number of aircraft possible to insuremaximum combat capability. The Navy also states that inwartime the liberty boats and cargo aircraft would beremoved from carriers. The deckspace made available andthe space made available by deleting the two antisubmarine
helicopters in fiscal year 1978 will provide sufficient
deck space to embark the aircraft left behind as adjust-ment component.
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Even in peacetime, according tc the Navy, carriers some-
times operate with a deckload of more thant _ deleted 7
percent of maximum capacity multiple. Cited as a typical case,
the Navy deplcyed the U.S.S. Enterprise to the Indian Ocean
in early 1977 with 78 aircraft and support equipment comprising
a deck multiple of over 119 A-7 equivalents or about
] deleted . percent of the carrier's maximum deck multi-
ple. However, during the deployment, the carrier left 14 air-
craft of the multimission airwing at shore bases. While car-
riers may sometimes operate with a deck multiple of more than

deletedd Ipercent of their maximum capacity multiple,
we note that they are more likely to operate with a reduced
complement to meet a perceived threat.

In February 1977, during the Indian Ocean deployment, the
Enterprise did not carry all of the aircraft required for sea
control nor did she carry the attack aircraft supposedly nec-
essary for optimum power projection ashore. Apparently, the
Enterprise was configured to meet a special threat situation
and unnecessary aircraft were left ashore. In other words,
the Enterprise deployment, does not illustrate the use of
a furl carrier airwing with its complement in operation.

As far as we were able to determine, the Navy has not as
yet validated the optimum aircraft mix of its multimission
airwings under simulated or actual wartime conditions nor de-
monstrated the feasibility of operating off a carrier deck
with a full airwing complement.

During the multimission airwing evaluation aboard the
Saratoqa in 1971 the Navy determined that the maximum deck
multiple was aboutr deleted Ipercent for maximum
operating capacity in the multimission environment. Simi-
larly, the Navy is using theJ deleted Ipercent load
factor in its simulations of the multimission airwing effec-
tiveness in the various naval scenarios under wartime condi-
tions. On the other hand, we found a naval publication which
identified the sustained combat capacity as deleted f
percent of maximum density. So, it is not clear from Navy
publications what the maximum wartime carrier capacity is.

The issue addressed in our report, however, is not
whether the Navy can fit the multimission airwing on the
carrier decks. The issue is whether or not the Navy can
accomplish its mission with multimission airwings contain-
ing fewer resources by relying on viable alternatives to
provide carrier deckload flexibility without assigning a
flexibility component to every multimission carrier.
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RECOMMENDATIONS TO THE CONGRESS
AND THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE

As we have pointed out on pages 20 through 25, there is
persuasive evidence that the multimission carrier airwing
cannot operate safely and effectively if the whole airwing
is embarked on the carrier. This conclusion is based on
the Navy's own studies and determinations regarding the air-
craft mix needed for the multimission aircraft carriers. In
our opinion, the "swing-wing" concept itself demonstrates
the Navy's concern in this regard. Why would the Navy de-
velop a carrier deployment concept with shore-based flexi-
bility components if the entire airwing could be operated
from the carrier at all times?

We believe that, at a minimum, the Navy should determine
the optimum size of the multimission airwing which can op-
erate effectively and efficiently from the aircraft carriers
under simulated combat conditions, before acquiring all the
aircraft needed or replacing the planes comprising the multi-
mission airwing.

We believe that the following two issues warrant consid-
eration by the Congress. First, in view of the alternatives
available to the Navy to provide the flexibility to adjust
the carrier deckload, should the additional aircraft compris-
ing the flexibility component be procured? Secondly, should
the Congress decide that notwithstanding the alternatives,
each of the multimission aircraft carriers should have its
own unique airwing including the flexibility component, then
the Congress should defer appropriating funds for aircraft
in excess of the basic sea control airwing requirements until
the Navy demonstrates to its own and Congress' satisfaction
that it can efficiently and effectively operate the entire
multimission airwing from the carriers under simulated com-
bat conditions.

We recommend that the Congress and the Secretary of De-
fense have the Secretary of the Navy reassess the total
aircraft requirements for multimission aircraft carriers and
determine the minimum number of aircraft required for each
carrier and how to best satisfy the mission with the least
resources.
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APPENDIX I APPENDIX I

DEPAITMENT OF THE NAVY
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY
WASHINGTON. D. C. 20350

tlAPR 1977

Mr. Fred J. Shafer
Director, Logistics and Communications Division
U. S. General Accounting Office
441 G Street, N. W.
Washington, D. C. 20548

Dear Mr. Shafer:

This is in reply to your letter of 2 February 1977 to
Secretary Brown regarding the GAO Draft Report on alternatives
for flexibility on the Navy's multimission Carrier Air Wings
(GAO Code 947222).

While the Draft GAO report presents a fair assessment
of the structure of Navy Air Wings embarked in carriers in a
peacetime situation, we believe the total Navy/Marine aviation
force structure requirements for the several levels of combat
contingencies have not been adequately considered.

-This aviation force structure is constantly under close
examination both within the Department of the Navy, and within
the Office of the Secretary of Defense. Force level changes
are made when necessary to achieve economies while retaining
the most capable and credible deterrent force possible. Carrier
Air Wings are no exception to this continuing process.

You may be assured that we will continue to examine this
subject with a view toward maximum combat efficiency at the
lowest possible cost.

Sincerely,

/ Jd TJ Bennett
Aulmatart S 'r,: !Y >f tel£ : Navy

:is'.; .x : . J: Loz!.stics)

Enclosure
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APPENDIX I APPENDIX I

Department of the Navy Peply

to

GAO Draft Report of 2 February 1977

on

"The Navy's Multimission Carrier Air Wing --
Can the mission be accomplished with fewer resources?"

(OSD Case No. 4539)

Summary of GAO Findings and Recommendatinns

(U) The GAO states: "The Navy's multimission carrier air-
wings have enough aircraft to accomplish the sea control and
power projection roles. To achieve the specific mission ob-
jective the Navy exchanges suitable aircraft between the carrier
and shore bases. Each time multimission carriers have been
deployed, some of the aircraft have been left on shore bases.
GAO points out alternatives available to the Navy which mav
provide the flexibility to adjust carrier deckloads to accomplish
the fission objectives without self-sufficiency of each multi-
mission airwing."

(U) The GAO alternatives proposed are:
-- airwings of other operating carriers:
-- airwings of carriers in extensive cverhaul;
-- airwings of the Marine Corps
-- The Navy and Marine Co:ps neserves; and
-- a pool of aircraft established for the purpose

of carrier deckload AJjustment.

(U) GAO recommends that the Seicretary of Defense direct the
Secretary of the Navy to reassess the total aircraft require-
ments for multimission a rcraft carriers and determine the
minimum number of aircraft required for each carrier and how
to best satisfy the mission with the least resources.

Summary of the Department of the Navy Position

(U) The GAO examined the CV concept and the zarrier air wino
as it functions in peacetime. Wartime operation of our CVs was
not addressed. From a limited data base, the GAO calculated that
150 aircraft, (including pipeline and Fleet Replacement Squadron
assets), were being maintained by the Navy in excess of require-
ments for twelve active carrier air wings.
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APPENDIX I APPENDIX I

(U) Emphasis was placed on the potential Case I NATO war
with the Warsaw Pact scenario without full appreciation of the
utility of carriers and carrier air wings in less-than-worldwide
conflicts. Even in the Case I situation, there appears to be
lack of full understanding of the demands which would be placed
on CVs or the difference between wartime loadout of CVs as
opposed to the more safety-oriented deck load utilized in the
minimum risk peacetime operation.

(U) There was little consideration given to the value of
training a carrier air wing as an integral unit. C3rrier Task
Force operations are very complex, and a great deal of reliance
is placed on teamwork in order to avoid fatal errors in combat.

[See GAO note 1, p. 63.)

(U) Statistics presented for three Pacific Fleet Carrier
Air Wings were not very typical of current CV operations.

(U) Of the alternative sources of aircraft and aircrews
offered as substitutes for the present "swing-wing" practice,
all have major flaws: all carriers will be needed in a Case

X I war, all with a full deckload of aircraft; any carrier
coming out of overhaul would be an unused national asset if
it had no air wing to embark; U. S. Marine Corps air assets,
active and reserve, are dedicated to fight in support of
their counterparts in the ground forces; one Navy Reserve
Carrier Air Wing will embark in USS CORAL SEA upon mobilization,
the other provides for combat attrition; the Fleet Replacement
Squadrons should be utilized as combat replacements only in the
most extreme circumstances; a central pool of aircraft
dedicated to the "swing-wing" concept would be as large as
current assets if it were to meet the requirements of a Case I
scenario.

(U) The draft report does not examine total force rnquire-
ments in a comprehernive consideration of the several wartime Case
scenarios. An investigation of limited scope can Lead to erroneous
conclusions.

(U) The GAO provides no indication that it has examined
the total force structure decision process within the Department
of Defense.

Statement

(U) In order to be responsive to the recommendation of the
report, as contained in Chapter 6, it is necessary to examine
the bases for that recommendation as established in
Chapters 1 through 5.
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APPENDIX I APPENDIX 1

Chapter 1

(U) Essentially, this chapter is correct in tracing the

historical aspects of the Navy's transition from the FY-62

carrier force of 16 CVAs and 8 CVSs with their associated air

wings to the FY-78 carrier force which will consist of thirteen

CVs and twelve active air wings. To update some of the data on

page 3, the following is submitted: 11 of the 12 active Carrier

Air Wings will be equipped with S-3A and SH-3 aircraft for the

multimission capability in FY-78; the thirteenth carrier (USS

CORAL SEA) will be outfitted to support the specific require-

ments of the aircraft inventory of the two Reserve Carrier Air

Wings.

Chapter 2

(U) "Having adopted the multimission carrier concept, the

Navy designed each of its multimission carrier airwings to be

self-sufficient to combat the entire spectrum of mission

objectives." . [See GAO note 2, p. 63.)
(U) It should be pointed out that the CV concept was

adopted only after extensive study of its feasibility. The

"Cu Concept Study Report" was forwarded to the Secretary of

thet: Navy by the Chief of Naval Operations on 15 September 1971.

In that report, CNO recommended that the study "be forwarded

to the Secretary of Defense with the reservation that final

determination of the viability of the concept must await

completion of the ongoing evaluation at sea." That initial

evaluation took place aboard USS SARATOGA from 18 March 1 r''

to 28 October 1971 and was favorably reported by CommandeL,

Carrier Division SIX on 23 November 1971. As recently as

14 January 1977, the Secretary of Defense affirmed his

support for the CV concept and the multi-purpose air wing

in his FY-1978 Defense Report to the Congress. (See pages

240-241).

(U) "However, the possibility that every carrier will have

the same mission is unliksel and there are alternative resources

available within the Navy to provide flexibility to particular

..drriers without the need for each carrier airwing to be self-

sufficient." (GAO p.6, emphasis added). "The primary con-

sideration [in Carrier Air Wing configuration], however, is

what will be the most likely threat in a worst case situation.

Under all circumstances, the Navy has identified the worst

threat scenario as a direct confrontation with the Soviet Union

in a NATO war. This scenario requires sea control, which is

._z Boyle!fm$imary mission." [See GAO note 3, p. 63.]
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(U)In a Case I situation (NATO war with the Warsaw Pact),
the conflict between the United States and the Soviet Union
would be worldwide. The very real possibility, even likeli-
hood, is that every carrier will have the same mission,
selective control of the seas, against heavy opposition from
Soviet surface combatants, submarines and naval aviation.
Toward this end, the Navy is striving to outfit all its
twelve active carriers with the full spectrum of capability
now possessed by our most modern CVs. We would gratuitously
agree that "The multimission Aircraft Carrier with its
assigned airwing is considered to be the most capable and
effective ship in support of the Navy's mission."

[See GAO note 2, p. 63.]

(U) "Based on the operating constraints of the carrier,
each of the multimission Carrier Air Wings will contain from
at least eight to ten aircraft for the purpose of adjusting
the carrier deckloads to various mission objectives. These
aircraft remain at shore bases when their assigned carriers
are deployed to overseas areas, such as the Mediterranean"

[See GAO note 2, p. 63.]
"The four carrier deployments to the Mediterranean

from July 1975 to April 1976 bear out the deck capacity
limitations. In each case, the aircraft multiple aboard the
carriers was sliqhtly below| deleted Ithe maximum capacity
multiple". [See GAO note 2, p. 63.]

(U) While the above statements appear valid on the surface,
they overlook several significant factors which require closer
examination. During routine peacetime operations, carrier deck
multiples are intentionally maintained at levels lower than
the sustained combat operating capacity. Such peacetime
operations are characterized by frequent inport periods and
by reduced flight operating hours when at sea. Both restric-
tions -- days at sea and total flight hours -- are budgetary
constraints. A reduction in deck multiple improves flight
and hangar deck flexibility and provides the necessary margin

of safety to overcome these adverse peacetime operating con-
ditions. The savings accrue in fewer flight deck landing and
takeoff accidents, fewer aircraft handling "crunches", lives
saved and fewer personal injuries to handling and maintenance
personnel. In a worldwide conflict with the Soviet Union,
these would become acceptable risks as we embarked the highest
number of aircraft possible to ensure maximum combat capability.

While eleted density is a fair assessment of
the four Mediterranean cruises cited, it should be noted some
of thatk--of deck multiple includes Ground Support Equipment,
and ships boats for peacetime liberty requirements. The
Ground Support Equipment is essential to flight operations
and maintenance, but in combat the liberty boats would be
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removed; other life rafts are provided for crew survival in
the event of a requirement to abandon ship. Carriers in the
Mediterranean normally carry ten 40 and 50 foot libert, boats
with a deck multiple value ofl =Ipoints. Additionally, the
ship's short-range logistic support aircraft, the C-lA, would
be off-loaded. In FY-1978, the Unit Equipment of the
Helicopter Anti-Submarine Squadron of each Carrier Air Wing
will be reduced from 8 to 6 SH-3 aircraft. The deck multiple
thus modified is summarized as follows:

10 Liberty Boats 1
1 C-1A aircraft
2 SH-3 aircraft deleted

(U) This deck multiple reduction'is the equivalent of
nearly eight A-7E aircraft. All ships at sea in a Casr
war would take advantage of this additional deck space
available -- all at the same time.

It <hould also be pointed out that carriers sometimes
operate with higher deck multiples than the limited samplr
offered in -he GAO report. For example, in t case of uSS
ENFRPRSE' curent Indian Ocean delovment

deleted

U) In a related matter, while referring to the NATO War
scenario, the report states: "It is inconceivable that
carriers would be dispatched without their full complement
of anti-submarine aircraft in favor of additional fighter
and attack sorties. After all, the Air Force and allied
countries have fighter and attack aircraft in the theatre

tp gperate this tvye of mission." [See GAO nQte 3, p. 63.

deleted
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(U) "If more intense power projection than is available
from the deckload configured for sea control is needed, then
aviation assets capable of power projection must be exchanged
for anti-submarine aircraft on the carrier. These assets do

not necessarily have to belong to the particular carrier in

question. Any carrier deployable attack and/or fighter aTf-
craft would seem to be adequate."

(U) There is some truth to the above comments. Thus it[See GAO note 2,
would seem to those not experienced in coordinated c rrier 63 ]

operations that any squadron could fill the breach. In the
Vietnam war, new aircrews did join deployed fighter and
attack squadrons as ready replacements for aircrewmen lcst
in combat. But these crews were handpicked for their superior
abilities and/or experience. Even then they were assigned the
less demanding missions until they could be fully integrated

into the team already in existence on board. The squadrons
they joined were already a part of the Carrier Air Wing
organization which had trained tcgether with their ship for

months prior to deployment. The other aircrews and main-
tenance personnel were already functioning at maximum
efficiency.

With the current day"swing-wing" concept in the
Atlantic Fleet, that fraction of the Carrier Air Wing which
is left ashore at the time of the carrier's deployment to
the Mediterranean has already been exercised for months
within their squadrons and the specific Carrier Air Wing.
They are currently qualified members of the team. During
each carrier's workup in the Second Fleet, prior to deploy-
ment to the Sixth Fleet, the "swing-wing" option is exercised

several times, as the character of each exeLcise changes its
emphasis from strictly sea control to sea control with
power projection ashore. Thus, in the Atlantic Fle-t, the
aircrews remaining stateside upon the deployment of the ship

to Sixth Fleet are fully trained and integrated members of
the team who know all the "plays" and c rofessionally
execute them aboard that shipl deleted I The same
training environment exists for Pacific Fleet units in their
"workup" in the Third Fleet. The major difference is that

all aircrews and aircraft deploy to Seventh Fleet with their

ship/air wing and frequent changes are made in the lineup
as the emphasis of WestPac exercises changes from strictly
sea control to sea control with power projection ashore.

(U) The GAO paper suggests active duty Marine Corps
squadrons or Marine Corps Reserve squadrons could provide
the "swing-wing" element just as easily, since many Marine
squadrons operate the same aircraft as Navy fighter and
attack squadrons, "and they are considered to be ready for

instant deployment". [See GAO note 4, p. 63.]
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(U) While it is true that Marine squadrons do operate F-4and A-6 aircraft common to the Navy, they do not operate norare they scheduled to acquire F-14 or A-7 aircraft. Untilthe mid-1990s, the majority of Navy fighter squadrons willbe operating F-14 fighters. Navy light attack squadronsoperate A-7 aircraft exclusively and will continue to do sountil the introduction of the A-18, programmed for 1984.(U) It is also true that some Marine squadrons arecurrently qualified for carrier operations. In fact, in eachyear since 1970 at least one Marine squadron and usually twoadditional Marine detachments have been deployed aboard Navycarriers. This has been required to facilitate the transitionof Navy squadrons to new aircraft, e.g. the F-14A, or to fillin for shortfalls in the Navy inventory, e.q. reconnaissanceassets and EA-6 aircraft. While all Marine fixed-wing aviatorsdo qualify for day carrier landings prior to graduation fromflight training and receiving their wings, it is impossibleto keep large numbers of other active duty Marine aviatorscurrently qualified in shipboard fixed wing operations. Thereare presently insufficient opportunities to do so with thecarrier decks now in the fleet.
(U) Another consideration in the use of Marine aviatorsas ready replacement pilots, as proposed by the GAO paper,is the specialization of training of Navy versus Marine air-crews. The value of emphasis on certain warfare skills wasdemonstrated in Vietnam where Navy fighter and attack pilotsspecialized in air-to-air or air-to-ground tactics. Otherservices did not so differentiate but labeled all F-4drivers as "fighter pilots". Navy VF pilots, the air-to-airspecialists, scored the highest MIG kill ratio of all theservices. Likewise, Marine tactical aviation concentrateson support of ground troops and the land battle, while Navy'ttack squadrons' primary training emphasis is in war-at-seatactics. Although we cain claim that both Marine and Navypilots can do well in either environment, it should be obviousthat both services' emphasis, and therefore greatest efficiency,is properly placed. It would not appear prudent to plan onUSMC replacement pilot assets in a wartime situation sinceodds dictate full involvement by all USMC wings.
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Chapter 3

(U) "The mult.mission carrier airwings contain aircraft
not normally deployed to provide the flexibility to adjust
the carrier deckload. We estimate that the flexibility
components for the Navy's planned twelve multimission carrier
airwings and their associated support aircraft will contain
about 150 aircraft for the purpose of providing a shore-based
reserve to allow adjustment of the aircraft on deployed carriers."

[See GAO note 3, p. 64.1
(U) The supporting documentation for this statement appears

on pages 35 and 36 of the GAO report. It is mathematically
correct as presented; however, there are some elements of that
presentation which require clarification.

[See GAO note 1, p. 63.1
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The GAO author uses carrier deployments to theMediterranean in the last several years for his model. Butwe have already shown that in wartime, removal of liberty boats,the reduction of 2 SH-3 per squadron commencing in FY-1978, andtL off-loading of the ship'b C-lA aircraft will Drovide theequivalent of almost _ deleted on ourSixth Fleet carriers while operating at
{deleted} We have also pointed out that canana tas been exceeded even in peacetime e. USSENTERPRISEIndian Ocean deployment at deleted
February-March 1977). In fact, te Naval Air Engneerng
Center, Lakehurst, which is responsible to the Chief of
Naval Material for the computation of "maximum density" foreach aircraft carrier in active service, defines the "sustained
combat" capacity as "operational condition for wartime with fullefficiency and speed for moving aircraft to varj us areas andflight operations." "Sustained combat" capacity is furtherdefined in NAVMAT publication 4000-2 as[ Lpercent maximum
density" or a full i percent higher than the model used, by
the GAO investigator, for peacetime operations. In summary,
eight A-7 aircraft equivalents normally left ashore during peacetinerations could be loaded in wartime, deleted

fourteen more A-7 equivalents could be loaded t -

deleted I, or the "sustained combat" wartime level. Inact, one study in the office of the Chief of Naval Operations
in 1975 concluded tha . deleted {maximumdensity, there would be nsu icient aircraft assigned to eachcarrier Air Wing to fill the decks of the twelve carriers inservice from 1977 and beyond.

rSee GAO note 1, p. 63.1]
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[See GAO note 1, p. 63.1

"We were told that on two occasions, certain planes were
flown across the Atlantic to join the carrier airwing. the
flights were made to determine the feasibility of the "swing-
wing" concept. In one instance, twc anti-submarine planes were
flown from the U.S. to the carrier and none had to be flown offbecause the carrier deployed with only 76 of its 91 assigned
aircraft. In the other instance, fighter and attack aircraft
were flown to the carrier. The planes displaced were flown to
shore bases in the Mediterranean area."

(U) Actually two S-3s wer. flown over on two occasion. aspreviously stated. Also, fighter and attack aircraft have
exercised the swing-wing concept to the Mediterranean twice:
once to USS SARATOGA in 19l1 and once to USS INDEPENDENCE in
1974.

In addition to the actual flights to the Mediterranean,
drills have been conducted with the dleted-ed U aircraft
remaining in the United States. These haveben full scale
alerts terminated only when the aircraft have reached the endof the runwav at their home bases ready for take-off to
commence their transit. This has been a procedure utilized toreduce operating expenses iicurred in tt: actual transit. The
complete transit evolution costs over $125,000 for the average
fighter and attack "swing" component, one-way from Conus to a
Med deployed CV.

(U) "The following schedule s!.ows the number of aircraft
operated and left ashore during deployments of the stated carriers.
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4Number of Number of Aircraft Total Air-Name of Carrier Aircraft Operated Lft Ahore craft asLigned

KITTY HAWK 64 30 94RANGER 63 20 a 83MIDWAY 51 42 93

a/ These carriers did not have a full complement of multimissionaircraft assigned at the time of these deployments." (GAO p. 32)The numbers listed in this chart should be corrected as jollows(utilizing the same headings as above):

KITTY HAWK 70 25 95RANGER 69 14 83MIDWAY 60 16 76 note 1199 §55 254Note 1:

Since USS MIDWAY is homeported overseas at Yokosuka,Japan, her carrier air wing has n additional aircraft assignedin-country as "pipeline" aircraft; that is, they are assigned topermit depot level maint -'e to be performed in Japan.
(U) In the case of !z TTY HAWK, the deployment in questionwas not typical of the z - ndard CV operation. It wasthe first such CV depley in the Pacific Fleet, made with twofull fixed-wing anti-submarine (VS) squadrons as;igned to thecarrier air wing, instead of the customary one. KITTY HAWKsailed with 20 propeller-driven S-2 aircraft prior to theavailability of the 10 S-3A jet aircraft which are now assignedto her Carrier Air Wing.
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Chapter 4

(U) "When needed to adjust the carrier airwing 
the Navy has

several options to draw upon to provide fighter 
and attack as

well as a more limited number of other aircraft. The aircraft
needed to provide the flexibility to meet chanaina 

threat situations

and mission requirements may be available from 
the resources of

-- airwings of other operating carriers;

-- airwings of carriers in extensive overhaul;

-- airwings of the Marine Corps;

-- the Navy and Marine Corps Reserves; 
and

-- a pool of aircraft established for the purpose 
of carrier

deckload adjustment." [See GAO note 2, p. 63.]

(U) While each of the above sources of "swing-wing" 
aircraft

may appear feasible, there are substantial difficulties 
entailed

with each of them.

(U) "It is unlikely that all of the deployed carriers 
or

those available for immediate deployment will be facing the

same threat situation or mission/objective. 
Consequently, the

airwings of the carriers can complement each other. As one

carrier needs suitable aircraft to counter the 
antisubmarine

threat when it does not have enough aboard, antisubmarine aircraft

may be obtained from a carrier whose threat of 
this kind is less

or which is to meet a power projection requirement 
by exchanaing

aircraft between them to tailor each particular 
airwinq to the

specific threat situation anticipated."
(U) This thesis has already been addressed under 

comments on

Chapter 2. (Please see p.3 above). In a war with the Soviet

Union--the situation' which the GAO investigator 
postulates as being

of "primary consideration" 
-- we must fl ly

anticipate that every carrier in the Fleet 
will be opposed

by submarines, surface combatants and long-range 
"bomber" type

aircraft. All three of these different types of platforms 
have

an anti-ship missile capability; all three can reach our most

vital sea lines of communication. [See GAO note 
2, p. 63.]

(U) Such a conflict will put our fighter, attack 
and anti-

submarine aircraft to the full test simultaneously. 
The heaviest

aircraft losses we will sustain in such a 
conflict will be among

the attack and fighter aircraft opposing the very formidable anti-

aircraft defenses of the Soviet surface combatants. We will need

and will embark the maximum "sustained combat" 
deck multiple, as

previously discussed.
In conflicts of lesser intensity, wherever they 

may occur

in the world, the highest losses, in any situation callina for

sea control with power proiection, will again 
be among the attack

and fighter aircraft. Those aircraft should be available in theatre,

as in the Pacific Fleet, or onrdelete ale'rt as in the Atlantic
Fleet.
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"The multimission airwings of carriers in overhaul haveabout 90 aircraft each. We believe these airwings are a sourceof aircraft to meet changed threat situations for carriers indeployed status. In case of an emergency that would require the
Navy to make the carriers in overhaul available as soon aspracticable, Navy officials said it would take Ijmonths tohave the carrier ready." [See GAO note 2, p. 63.]Certainly the NATO/Warsaw Pac t fnict scg ario wouldbe such an emergency. The time frame L eleted I is theworst case possible, and assumes our rrent industrial capacityand funding, i.e., about one and one half shifts of shipyard
workers with limited overtime. In an emergency of the scopewhich we are now discussing, the [-aleted lestimate would beimproved upon. Further, there are many situations in which aship could easily be brought out of a overhaul in deleted timeor less. In the early or late stages of an overhaul, this would
certainly be possible. It wo.ld be a poor investment in thathull if in time of crisis we had no Carrier Air Winq available
to embark.

(U) While the European "short" war theory is receiving increased
attention these days, it is a theory based on defeat of the NATOforces in a brief period of time. We would hope to be able tosustain the forces in Europe long enough to terminate a NATO/
Warsaw Pact conflict on terms favorable to the United States.
In such a scenario, all carriers will be deployed -- provided
they have an air wing available for embarkation.

(U) "The Navy generally procures 25 percent of their operational
requirements as training aircraft. In addition to trainina
commitments these aircraft are scheduled to fill in for wartimeattrition." i[See GAO note 2, p. b3.]

(U) The Fleet Replacement Squadron aircraft referred to wouldmost certainly be employed in the NATO conflict were we to haveour backs to the wall in a losing situation. An analoqous
situation is that of the Japanese in World War II, who were
required to expend their best pilots and forego the traininu of- placements. If it comes to that, we would expend our FRS
a sets, both aircraft and human.

But short of a losing situation in NATO, these trainingsquiadrons must continue to function in their primary role whilewe are engaged in conflicts of lower intensity and less desperatericumstances. In fact the demand for replacement aircrews
n reases when a war starts. There is a greater need for and4ilization of the Fleet Replacement Squadron in wartime as can
easily documented from our recent experience. It would be folly
plan to expend these assets early in a non-NATO conflict,

jwticllarly if that non-NATO conflict had the potential fort_ lation to a world-wide war with the Soviet Union. -

deleted
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(fA)-'"hWe Marine Corps is administratively under the Department

of the Navy. As such, the Commander Naval Air Forces for each

fleet has controlling custody of all Naval aircraft, includina

Marine Aircraft.." .[See GAO note 2, p. 63.]
(U) This statement is not completely accurate and requires

clarification. In actuality, there are five "controlling

custodians" of naval aircraft: Commander Naval Air Force, U.S.
Atlantic Fleet; Commander Naval Air Force, U.S. Pacific Fleet;

Commander, Naval Air Syrtems Command; Commander Naval Air Peserve
Force; Chief of Naval Air Training. As controlling custodians,
their staffs exercise administrative control of the assignment

and material support of aircraft as specified by the Chief of

Naval Operations. In essence, they have the responsibility of
ensuring that operatioral commanders, including Fleet Marine

Forces Atlantic and Fleet Marine Forces Pacific, receive their
fair share of available assets to meet operational requirements.
"Controlling custody" does not imply physical custody and should

not be confused with operational control. The Marine Corps
retains operational control of aircraft assigned to their Wings
and Squadrons.

(U) "The Marine Corps is an excellent source of aircraft to

adjust multimission carrier airwings to meet changing threat
situations. Not only does the Marine Corps operate carrier
compatible aircraft found in the multimission carrier airwinc,

but its pilots are carrier qualified. " [See GAO note 2, p. 63.1
(U) The.question of Marine Pilot carrier qualification and the

dissimilarity between Navy and Marine aircraft has been discussed

above (please see p. 7). The three active Marine Air Wings are
designed for support of three active Marine Divisions in a conflict

ashore, not for war-at-sea. In the case of our "primary con-
sideration", the NATO/Warsaw Pact conflict, they would be needed

to perform their primary mission. USAF tactical air forces are

not programmed for support of Marine Divisions. Likewise, the
Fourth Marine Air Wing (Reserve) is programmed for combat support of

the Fourth Marine Division and cannot be tasked to be in two
different places in a "Case I" conflict.

"The Navy does not have an adequate number of amphibious
transport ships to accommodate all of the Marine Corps. The

Department of Defense objective is to have such shi suffi nt

to simultaneously transport the assault elements of 

AmphiEous Force. deleted
"Since only [ lairwings could be tr;ansported, L

airwings could be used for other purposes, such as an alternative

source for carrier deployable aircraft to provide flexibility to

adjust multi-mission carrier air wings when required.
[See GAO note 2, F. 63.]

(U) Most aircraft elements of the Marine Air Winqs can be
refueled enroute to the combat area, by Marine tankers if required.
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The sealift capability for the MAFs will be for the most part in
reusable containers; that is, more than one transit by most ofthose ships can be anticipated. Other measures to increase sealiftcapacity for the entire Department of Defense requirements are being
developed. Airlift is another option. But this issue should notbe intertwined with Navy requirements for aircraft aboard carriers.

(U) "The Navy has two reserve airwings and the Marines have
one."....

(U) "All of the reserve aircraft are carrier deployable, andthe reserve pilots have the necessary qualifications to operate
from aircraft carriers. However, the reserve airwinos do not havean assigned carrier." [See GAO note 2, p. 63.1

(U) The mission of the Reserve Marine Air Wina has been addressed
previously.

In FY-1978, the Navy Reserve Air Winas will have a carrierassigned to them for combat mobilization. That ship is USS CORALSEA (CV-43) and it will be specifically configured for the DeserveAircraft requirements. one Reserve Air Wina will be currently
carrier qualifie times in order that it can be fully
mobilized within eete_ of callup. This duty will rotate
between the two avy Reserve Air Wings about every six months.Their aircrews and aircraft could be assigned to the Pleet
Replacement Squadrons to release Regular aircrews for combat.
As Reserve squadrons transition to aircraft with the same
configuration of fleet assets, their aircrews and aircraft can beutilized as one-for-one combat attrition replacements. At any
rate, it should be.acknowledged that Reserve Air Wings, squadrons,and individual aircrews are a reserve force in the strict
definition of the term, i.e. that "fracticn of a military forceheld in readiness to sustain the attack or defense made by the
rest of the force." It would be imprudent, at the least, to berequired to commit our last reservoir of combat capacity in t?
first few days of a conflict which could continue for weeks, ior even year-

(U) "The Navy could establish a pool of aircraft t, provide theflexibility to adjust the deckload of deployed carriers rather thanfurnish each airwing a fle:ibility component."
(U) "It appears that not all of the carrier 11 be deployedwith the same deckload to meet the same threats ission oh-jectives at the same time." [See GAQ note 2, p. 63.](U) Again this thesis ignores the requirement to put all
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carriers to sea in a worldwide conflict, and does not address
the capability of our carriers to increase the combat deck
multiple over normal peacetime conditions. Navy must structure
its forces for wartime use, not peacetime appearances.

(U)The peacetime pool arrangexlent also does not address the
increased combat effectiveness realized when the "swing-wing"
element trains with the whole air winq as in the Atlantic Fleet
workup, and as the Pacific Fleet can accomplish on a continuing
basis even during WESTPAC deployment.

Chapter 5

(U) Although there are inaccuracies in both the operating
cost data provided, and the aircraft procurement
cost data , tne total price tag applied to the 150
aircraft would not be appreciably changed. The thrust of the
Navy position is that these 150 aircraft are not excess to
requirements. [See GAO note 2, p. 63.]

(U) It is further offered that the "swing-wing" concept,
and the aircraft involved, take advantage of an economic base
already in existence. It provides the Navy the optimal sea
control capability in the worldwide conflict, and the optimal
sea-control-with-power-projection capability in--esser conflicts
and contingencies. The carrier, its crew, all the support
aircraft (EA-6B, E-2C, KA-6D, and reconnaissance aircraft),
and supporting ships of the Carrier Task Force, are already
there and paid for. The "swing-wing" is the most cost
effective means for providing the additional punch required.

CAO notes: 1. Portions of this letter have been omitted be-
cause they are no longer relevant to the mat-
ters discussed in this report.

2. Page references in this appendix may not cor-
respond to pages of this final report.

3. The quotes from our draft report do not neces-
sarily correspond with the pertinent phrases
in this final report.

4. Navy's comments are not responsive--GAO mate-
rial is quoted out of context.
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PRINCIPAL OFFICIALS

RESPONSIBLE FOR ADMINISTERING

ACTIVITIES DISCUSSED IN THIS REPORT

"anure of office
Froo To

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE

SECRETARY OF DEFENSE:
Dr. Harold Brown Jan. 1977 Present
Donald H. Rumsfeld,. Nov. 1975 Jan. 1977
James R. Schlesinger July 1973 Nov. 1975
William P. Clements, Jr.

(acting.) Apr. 1973 July 1973

DEPUTY SECRETARY OF DEFENSE:
Charles W. Duncan, Jr. Jan. 1977 Present
William P. Clements, Jr. Jan. 1973 Jan. 1977

ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE
(COMPTROLLER)
Fred P. Wacker Sept. 1976 Present
Terence E. McClary June 1973 Aug. 1976

DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY

SECRETARY OF THE NAVY:
W. Graham Claytor, Jr. Feb. 1977 Present
Gary D. Penisten (acting) Feb. 1977 Feb. 1977
Joseph T. McCullum Feb. 1977 Feb. 1977
David R. MacDonald Jan. 1977 Feb. 1977
J. William Middendorf June 1974 Jan. 1977
J. William Middendorf (acting) Apr. 1974 June 1974
John W. Warner (acting) May 1972 Apr. 1974

UNDER SECRETARY OF THE NAVY:
R. James Woolsey Mar. 1977 Present
David R. MacDonald Sept. 1976 Feb. 1977
John Bowers (acting) July 1976 Aug. 1976
Vacant Mar. 1976 June 1976
David S. Potter Aug. 1974 Mar. 1976
Vacant June 1974 Aug. 1974
J. William Middendorf June 1973 June 1974
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Tenure of office
From To

DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY (continued)

ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF THE NAVY
(FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT):
Gary D. Penisten Oct. 1974 Present
Vacant May 1974 Oct. 1974
Robert D. Nesen May 1972 May 1974

(947222)
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